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SENGGIGI is hosting the inaugural Lombok 
Triathlon on Sunday 28 October 2007. Over a 100 
athletes from all over Asia (Singapore, Japan, Hong 
Kong, Thailand and Indonesia) are expected to take 
part in this challenging event that consists of 1.8km 
swimming, 55km cycling and 12km running. The 
course is dubbed 'the toughest in Asia', and has 
attracted some of the best age group athletes from the 
region; Sebastian Calle (French), Assad Attamimi 
and George Lawson (both Australian) are just a few 
names that are expected to compete for the honour of 
being Lombok Triathlon Champion.

The race kicks off at 7am with the swim from the 
beach of the Sheraton Senggigi Beach Resort. 
Participants will then set off on the demanding 55km 
bike course that includes a 5km ascent of Mount 
Gunung Pusuk before tackling the scenic 2-lap run 
course. Those who make it to the finish line will be 
assured a hero's welcome, with Lombok locals 
expected to cheer them on right to the end.

Dan Plews, overall winner of the recent Bali 
Triathlon, did a recce of the course and had this to 
say, “Lombok seems made for triathlon. I was loving 
it from start to finish. Luckily it was just a test and I 
did not have to race my heart out. I could have a good 
look at the stunning scenery. Especially the bike ride 
on the hilly coastal road and through the monkey 
forest left me breathless, and that was not because I 
was pushing the pace.”

The race is sponsored by Aqua and Mizone, the 
official water and isotonic drinks for the race. Drink 
stations will be plentiful and strategically placed to 
ensure participants are fully hydrated throughout the 
race, an important safety aspect of a demanding race 
such as this.

The Lombok Government is extremely pleased 
with the arrival of this international event that is 
expected to become a prestigious and high profile 

event, attracting more and more participants from 
abroad each year. The authorities are showing their 
full support to the event and are just as determined as 
the organisers to make it a success. Large stretches of 
road surface have been upgraded on the bike course 
to leave a good impression with the international 
participants. SOS International are providing 
medical support, Rodalink are providing bike 
technical support and teams of volunteers have been 
organised to ensure the race runs smoothly with the 
help of the Lombok Tourism department and 
Lombok Hotel Association.

6km Senggigi Run 

A 6km Senggigi Run has been organised as part of 
the festive Lombok Triathlon weekend. On Saturday 
27 October at 4.30pm, some 300-400 competitive 
and recreational runners are expected to line up at the 
start in Senggigi. The run course takes the athletes 
through a palm tree grove along the coast, over a hill 
with a beautiful view of Senggigi beach and on a loop 
through Senggigi town.

Attractive prizes will be awarded to the first male 
and female finishers and all runners will receive a 
certificate of completion and isotonic drinks at the 
finish line. The entry fee is Rp 5,000 for Indonesians 
and Rp. 60,000 for other nationalities. Entry forms 
are available at the Sheraton Beach Resort, the Puri 
Mas Beach Resort and the Lombok Tourism 
Department, where participants can also register for 
the race. To download the registration form go to 
www.lomboktriathlon.com. 

For more information on the Lombok Triathlon, 
visit www.lomboktriathlon.com. Indonesians 
r e s i d i n g  i n  I n d o n e s i a  m a y  c o n t a c t  
lomboktriathlon@tribob.com for discounted race 
entry rates. Dan Plews  Bali, Triathlon Champion

You have represented your 
country, the United Kingdom, as a 
triathlete. What attracted you to 
triathlon?
“The challenge of triathlon is to 
compete in three very different 
sports; swimming, cycling and 
running. This makes the sport 
very dynamic, exciting to watch 
and participate in. A strong 
swimmer may lead the race 
coming out of the water, but will 
be chased and possibly overtaken 
by strong cyclists and runners for 
the rest of the race.”

How do you prepare for a 
triathlon?
“Although triathlon knows 
varying distances from mini-
sprint (400m swim, 10km bike, 
2.5km run) to an Iron Man (4km 
swim, 180km bike, 42km run), it 
is definitely considered an 
endurance sport. You need to 
build up stamina in all three 
disciplines to take part in a 
triathlon. The fun of preparing for 
a triathlon is not just the variety of 
training for three sports, but also 
to find ways to change gear as 
quickly as  possible  f rom 
swimming gear to bike gear and 
from bike gear to running gear.

Where do they change gear?
It is called the transition area, 
which for the Lombok Triathlon is 
located at the entrance of the 
Sheraton Senggigi Beach Resort. 
The athletes park their bikes in 
that area and place their running 
shoes, etc. strategically to change 
as quickly as they can. It is really 
fun to watch and it's amazing to 
see how fast some athletes 
manage to change gear.

If people want to come and watch 
the race, what is the best location 
for them to do so?

Exclusive interview 
with the Race Director 
of the Lombok Triathlon, 
Mike Turnbull.
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Management and Editorial Office

We are a small club that endeavours to 
improve the quality of life for the people of 
Lombok. New members are always 
needed to help assist and participate in 
our various projects. We meet for about 
one hour, every Wednesday, at 5pm in 
Senggigi. Please join us and donate a 
little of your time for the benefit of others.

R YO RTA

E AT LNI

ATN IOR NROTARY CLUB MATARAM
Contacts : 

Lily Heyder, Secretary. 
HP 081339599154

Howard Singleton, President. 
HP 08123757740

Sarah-Jane Mierop, Henry 
Mierop, Ibu Murni, Padmi 
Blade, Ayu Asri, Mary Jo, 
Jonathan Copeland, pb 
Fisher, Michael Canada, 
Eryk, Antara, Franz 
Madlener, Mark O’Connel, 
Wikipedia, Mikhail 
Tsyganov, BIMC Hospital, 
Lew Irwin, Ibu Murni, 
Farid Grander, Howard 
Singleton, Antara, tribob, 
West Lombok Dept of 
Tourism, Novotel, 
Australian Consulate, 
Spoiled, West Nusa 
Tenggara Province, 
Scallywags, The Beach 
House Bali, Vill & Hut, In 
Touch Real Estate, Dua 
Em, Raja Laut, Pesona 
Resort. Tety Erawati

THE TIMES MONTH TO COME

Mail To The Times

www.lomboktimes.com

Love your paper.
Keep up the good work.

Cheers
Gary
THE TURNER GROUP
Media Consultants
P.O Box 1
Mt Eliza 3930

Thanks Gary. We most certainly will.
Ed.

The following was received by a 
friend of the bellow poet, and it our 
pleasure to print it.†Ed.

John Goodby researches 
and publishes on modern British 
poetry, Irish literature and culture 
since 1940, Dylan Thomas, and is the 
author of a libretto and a collection of 
poems. He is the English 
Department's Postgraduate Convenor, 
with personal responsibility for the 
English M.A. scheme, and a member 
of its Research Committee. As a PhD 
supervisor, he has overseen 
postgraduate research on 
contemporary experimental Irish 
poetry, Paul Muldoon, Dylan 
Thomas, Louis MacNeice, Edward 
Kamau Brathwaite, T. S. Eliot and D. 
H. Lawrence. In an advisory capacity, 
he has worked for the Welsh Arts 
Council, Swansea City Council, the 
National Trust and several publishers, 
among them Blackwells, MUP, OUP 
and Longman. He is External 
Examiner for the M.A. Creative 
Writing at Trinity College 
Carmarthen, and helped to establish 
the M.A. Creative and Media Writing 
at UWS, for which he teaches the 
core course on poetry.

The Uncles
Uncles, talking the camshaft or the 
gimbal connected to a slowly 

oscillating crank.  The Uncles 
Brickell, Swarfega kings, enseamed 
with swarf and scobs, skin measeled 
with gunmetal but glistening faintly, 
loud in the smoke. Lithe and wiry 
above the lathe, milling out a 
cylinder to a given bore. Uncles, 
pencil-stubs at their ears, spurning 
ink, crossing sevens like ÈmigrÈ 
intellectuals, measuring in thous and 
thirty-secondths (scrawled on torn 
fag-packets); feinting with slide 
rules, racing, but mild not as mild 
steel. Pockets congested, always. 
Uncles with dockets for jobs, corners 
transparent with grease, with a light 
machine oil. Time-served, my 
Uncles, branch-ing out into 
doorhandles, grub-screws and the 
brass bits that hold the front of the 
motor case to the rear flange of the 
mounting panel.  Release tab. 
Slightly hard of hearing now, the 
Uncles, from the din of the shop, 
slowly nodding.
Uncles in 'Red Square'; uncles 
swapping tolerance gauges, allan 
keys, telephone numbers, deals and 
rank communism.  Forefingers 
describing arcs and cutting angles. 
White and milky with coolants and 
lubricants, mess of order. Never 
forgetting to ply a broom after. The 
missing half-finger, not really missed 
any longer, just a banjo-hand gone 
west. My Uncles still making a go of 
mower blades, on the road at their 
age; offering cigars at Christmas. 
Uncanny if encountered in visors, 
overalls, confounding nephews in 
dignity of their calling, their epoch-
stewed tea. Stand a spoon in all their 
chamfered years, cut short or long. 
Uncles immortal in the welding shed, 
under neon, lounge as the vast doors 
slide to a cool blue dusk.  My Uncles.

Ist Prize Winner
2006 Academi Cardiff International 

by Henrah Linksey

October
17 – 21 Nusa Dua Fiesta, Nusa Dua 
Bali. 

20 – 21 Lebaran Topat , Senggigi, 
Lombok.
Lebaran topat is a cultural event 
related to the Muslim religion in 
Lombok. Lebaran topat is a tradition 
to celebrate Lebaran by bringing the 
tradition food of 'Topat' with a variety 
of side dishes such as vegetables, and 

tasty spices, and is held 7 days after 
Idul Fitri. Lebaran topat is held 
particularly in West Lombok, and is 
commenced by praying for happiness 
and prosperity at the mosque, 
mushollas and family graveyardsand 
is followed by recreation along the 
coast lines and the eating of the Topat 
and side dishes.

28 – Lombok Triathlon 
See front page

Lombok, which one of our 
correspondents went to and stayed 
at the fabulous Novotel on Kuta 
Beach, a pristine breath catching 
white sand bay. Further up the coast 
to Sekotong, and to the floating 
villa, or more known locally as 
Nirvana Rumah Air, the landscape 
becomes more arid but stunning. 
The floating villa is quite unusual, 
and sits in front of some Gilis, 
apparently the best to snorkel off.

There's a book offer to you our 
readers on page 5, by a traveling 
adventurer who has been published 
and kind enough to give 30% 
discount as well as a book to win.

On the sports pages at the back, 
we are pleased to introduce you to 
ex-Hammer (West Ham) English 
Premier League player Peter Butler, 
who now coaches in Indonesia, as 
well as an interview with the 
'elephant man' himself, Mr. Nigel 
Mason.

We hope you enjoy this edition.

Please send us your comments, 
suggestions, information or points 
of view.

The Times is a vehicle for all our 
voices, that we might share 
opinions however diverse, and that 
The Wallace Line serves to connect.

editor@lomboktimes.com

AS the quieter months approach we 
have returned to our 28 pages. This 
doesn't mean that we are bringing 
you anything less  just more 
condensed. We are proud to be 
working with the Lombok Triathlon 
organizers, for the very first and 
many to come. This is a wonderful 
opportunity to promote this 
beautiful island, and introduce it to 
the rest of the world. Some of the 
more traditional Sasak cuisine has 
been tried, tested and tasted at the 
most recommended and well 
known amongst the Sasak, Dua Em, 
on page 13.

Don't forget the southern part of 

Traders Page 8

Pearls Page 11

Idul Fitri Page 17
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AUSTRALIA is funding the 
construction of six new schools on 
the island of Bali as part of a 
partnership to raise the standard of 
basic education across Indonesia.

These schools are part of an 
Australian Government program to 
build or expand 2,000 schools in 
Indonesia, across 20 provinces. It is 
expected that up to 1,225 schools will 
be completed by early 2008.

The Basic Education Program, 
developed in consultation with the 
Ministries of National Education and 
Religious Affairs, aims to create 
more than 330,000 new junior 
secondary school places for 13 to 15 
year olds by mid-2009, targeting 
children from poor and remote areas.

Australia's Consul General to Bali, 

Australia Funds Six New 
Secondary Schools in Bali

Bruce Cowled, inaugurated three 
new schools in Bali last month in a 
ceremony attended by officials from 
Bali's provincial government.

Australia is supporting education in 
recognition of the enormously 
positive impact it has on the quality of 
people's lives.  Through supporting 
education, Australia will help to give 
Indonesian students a better chance 
to develop skills to enter the 
workforce.  

Local people are building the schools 
using locally supplied materials. The 
school sites have been selected based 
on assessments of unmet demand, 
enrolment rates and community 
involvement.

The opening of these schools 
represents a further example of the 

strong bilateral relationship between 
Australia and Indonesia, and is a 
concrete example of Australia's 
genuine desire to help Indonesia to 
recover from the impact of the Indian 
Ocean Tsunami.

In July the Prime Minister, John 
Howard, with the President of 
Indones i a ,  Sus i l o  Bambang  
Yudhoyono, opened the Australian-
funded $7 million Australia-Bali 
Memorial Eye Centre, which will 
restore the sight of the thousands of 
Balinese affected by cataract 
blindness.

The Basic Education Program is 
funded under the $1 billion Australia 
I n d o n e s i a  P a r t n e r s h i p  f o r  
Reconstruction and Development 
announced by the Prime Minister in 
January 2005.

Roads Upgrades to Boost 
Regional Indonesian Economy

AUSTRALIA will provide 
financial support for upgrading 
up to 1000 kilometres of roads in 
Indonesia, as part of the ongoing 
response to the 2004 Indian 
Ocean Tsunami.

Australia and Indonesia have 
signed an agreement for a $300 
million interest-free loan, under 
the $1 billion Australia-Indonesia 
Partnership for Reconstruction 
and Development.

The loan will help Indonesia 
improve the quality of its national 
road network and about 4.5 
kilometres of bridges, mainly in 
eastern Indonesia.

These  improvements  to  
Indonesia 's  key economic 

infrastructure will significantly 
reduce travel times and costs, and 
improve market access by better 
linking producers to markets.  

Better roads will improve 
access to jobs, health services and 
essential social and educational 
facilities in rural and regional 
areas. 

The signing of this loan 
agreement is another example of 
the strong bilateral relationship 
between the Governments of 
Aus t r a l i a  and  Indones i a .  
Australia is working closely with 
the Government of Indonesia to 
identify where road upgrades are 
most needed.

Indonesia will be able to repay 

the zero interest loan, with no 
associated fees or charges, over 
40 years.

Australia is also supporting the 
Indonesian Government to 
improve its capacity to manage its 
vast national road network.

The loan is supported by a $28 
million grant for planning and 
design to support the delivery of 
high quality construction.

Major road works are expected 
to commence in South Sulawesi 
and South Kalimantan in the first 
half of 2008, with other provinces 
of eastern Indonesia to follow.

THE Blues Night was performed on 
September 07, 2007 at Papaya CafÈ 
Senggigi, Lombok by the Blues 
Community in Lombok and Yankees 
Entertainment and was a huge 
success from The Blues mania in 
Lombok. A collaboration of 
performances between Lombok  and 
Bali musicians ensured the best of 
blues talent and a rocking good night. 

Starting at 8pm and opened by the 
Universal Band who with their 
modern blues song. The next 
performance was from the Black Talk 
Blues Band, followed by the Palet 
Band and Legend Band. A Guest Star 
f r o m  B a l i  w a s  B a l i  B l u e s  
Community, the audience was also 
entertained by the blues and jazz of 
the Hen & Tri Band. 

Mr.Bambang of The Steering 
Committee explained the importance 
of performing to help encourage the 
skills of local musicians. “The next 
event will be in December this year, 
so wait and do not miss it” he said.

This event also was supported  by 
Class Mild, Merpati Airline, Lombok 
Post, Cakar Mas Shoe Shop, CNL 
Radio, Medis Sound System and The 
Santosa Villas and Resort. 

“There are two particular spots that are good for 
spectators. 1. the swim start and swim race. At 
Sunday 7am [28 October] the athletes will start the 
triathlon from the beach in front of the Santosa 
Resort. 2. the transition and finish area at Sheraton 
Senggigi Beach Resort. That area will be buzzing 
with activity the whole morning. Music, race 
commentary and of course triathlon in full action.

How long will it take the athletes to finish the 
triathlon?
We have some of the best age group triathletes from 
Asia coming to our event. The first athlete will 
finish around 10am and take approximately 3 hours 
to finish the 1.8km swim, 55km bike and 12km run. 
However the last finisher will probably take 5-6 
hours and makes it to the finish line after noon.

Why did you choose Lombok as the location for your 
triathlon?
That's very easy; The natural beauty of Lombok. 
This is something that we would like to share with 
the athletes that are coming from abroad. Of course 
we need to meet certain conditions to make a 
triathlon possible and interesting, but with the 
stunning Senggigi Beach, the beautiful coastal road 
and vibrant Senggigi Town, that was not a problem.

What makes the Lombok Triathlon different from 
other races?
Besides its beautiful location, the course is also 
quite challenging. We dubbed it “the toughest 
course in Asia” and believe that statement holds 
true. The hills on the coastal road and the climb of 
Gunung Pusuk through the monkey forest makes it 
an especially tough bike course. 

Have you had any difficulties organising this event 

Continue From Page 1

Exclusive interview with the Race Director 
of the Lombok Triathlon, Mike Turnbull.

so far?
Not really. We have been receiving a lot of support 
from the Lombok authorities, Lombok Hotel 
Association, Gili Eco Trust, Hash House Harriers 
and more. We are specifically pleased with the 
willingness of the Lombok authorities to improve 
the road surface of the bike course to guarantee a 
safe competition. I look forward to putting this 
show on the road.

You mention safe competition. What risks do 
athletes run taking part in a triathlon competition?
All manageable risks. We, Tribob.com - the race 
organizer, have very high safety standards for our 
events. For example, we have several boats on the 
water to support the swimmers, our own medical 
director supported by SOS International and the 
Red Cross, police support to close the roads and 
reduce traffic, but most importantly many drink 
stations with Aqua water and isotonic drink Mizone. 
When exercising for several hours in a tropical 
climate like that of Lombok, you need to drink a lot 
to supplement the loss of fluids due to perspiration.

Most of the people in Lombok would have never 
done a triathlon before. Do you think that it's an 
achievable goal for them to compete in this race 
next year? 
Definitely. All it takes is a bit of discipline and 
training and most people would be able to complete 
the race. Watching a triathlon can be very inspiring 
so we hope many people will come down to support 
the athletes and get motivated to try the sport 
themselves.

For more information on the Lombok Triathlon, 
visit www.lomboktriathlon.com or email 
lomboktriathlon@tribob.com

THE TIMES NEWSTHE TIMES NEWS
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Pesona Decked Out

Pesona, our favourite beach front Indian restaurant, has 
completed its swimming pool decking and is now 
pulling in the sun worshippers for a days hang out of 
cocktails (healthy lassis for those recovering from the 
night before), samosas and languid pool dips. With 
bungalows at the rear of the property and beachfront 
dining in the evening, they've now completed their final 
stages of renovation.

The Beach House-s
The Beach House has an additional two villas with 
swimming pool to add to its already complete 
accommodation on offer. 

Get Fit or Quit Trying
It's a little kept secret that the only gym on Gili T is at the 
back of Blue Marlin. Get a daily, weekly or monthly 
pass to get that perfect beach bod.

Coffee not Coco
Coco Café has delicious sandwiches in the form of 
baguettes with an array of fillings. It was a cheery 
change from 'nasi goring' to find the turkey and 
cranberry sauce choice, or the vegetarian quiche with 
salad as a healthy alternative. The expresso Ily coffee 
with a scoop of vanilla ice cream makes dessert and 
after meal coffee all in one!

 The Sunsets at Karma Kayak 
Take a bike ride, or cidomo, round to the north side at 
sunset, and grab a beer or even sangria with tapas to 
witness the fabulous sunset views at Karma Kayak. The 
reflections onto the corralled beach and lapping water 
make for memorable photos.

Croc Clogs
It has been noted that those brightly coloured plastic 

clogs that many initially resisted, have been making an 
appearance around the island. On further inspection the 
source was found next to Coco Café, and at less than 
half the price of their Croc brothers, good value and 
perfect for island life.

Run to the Hills
Everyone is excited by the first international triathlon 
this October 28th. The Sheraton Senggigi is the main 
sponsor, and the day will be filled with energetic 
competitors from around the globe, with fun for those 
on the sidelines.

Taman Take Outs

The pies, pasties and cakes from Taman are great for 
quick snacks on the go. The complete American 
breakfast is also a fave for its reasonable price including 
all the usual with fresh juice and coffee, what a way to 
start the day, or for those nedding it, served until 1pm.

Late Live-n Up
After dinner music happens nightly at Chat Café on the 
main strip, where singing and song is de rigeur, and all 
are encouraged to join in. For more late night revelry, 
there is Marina across the road as well as Gosip in the 
square.

Shooters
Play pool at Tropicana on a large table (have to pay), or 
make it to The Office for a complimentary table and 
pool competition every Monday. Either way, it's all fun 
and games.

The Beach Club
We love happy hours and none are better than right on 
the beach with the setting sun dipping behind Gunung 
Agung on neighbouring Bali. The Beach Club offers 
this each evening from 5-7pm.

Deep Healing

Chalah is back at Bali Balance (featured last edition) 
offering past life regression therapy, advanced energy 
clearing, hypno therapyas well as soul revival 
treatments. Also, receive 50% discount on massages 
with every Deep Healing booking.  Jl. Oberoi 5, 
Seminyak, +62 (0) 361 733 036

Not Spoiled

Spoiled hairdressers will be closed for Idul fitri until 
October 17th. Business as usual after that date.

Chat Café

Good value in downtown Seminyak at Chat Café comes 
with breakfast from Rp. 15,000 (omelette) to Rp. 
25,000 (American all inclusive). Lunch and dinner 
from Rp. 12,000 to Rp. 56,000 (lamb chops) with 
desserts from Rp. 12,000 to Rp. 18,000. All this with 
free WiFi, beats going to the office.

Seaside Tree Top

Seaside Café on Blue Ocean has expanded through the 
roof to now include a tree top dining section. With 
nightly food and drink specials, pool table and DJ, this 
is a fun stop.

The Early Diner Catches the Special

JP's Warungclub has a different 2-course early dinner 
daily at a steal at 

Rp. 22,000 from 5 to 7pm. Can't say fairer than that!

Sit to Fish

Khaizan on Jl. Oberoi has opened its latest addition on 
the second floor by way of an enclosed, air-conditioned 
sushi bar. A yummy way to go fish.

Tasty Metro

Across from Khaizan is Metro Sports Bar, who holds all 
day sports coverage from their several screens, as well 
as ice-cold beers. The Metro lunch or dinner menu is 
great value at Rp. 30,000. 

Party On Nusa Dua

The Nusa Dua Fietsa will be taking place this October 
from 18th to 21st.

More in the next edition.

SENGGIGI SCENE

GILIS GOSSIP BALI BUZZ

Pesona Beach Front

Taman Restaurant

THE Kuta area on 
Lombok is famed for its 
white sand beaches and 
surf, as well as its unspoilt 
scenery.  This  quiet ,  
peaceful retreat is virtually 
untouched by tourists, but 
luckily has one of the best 
resorts on the island, the 
'Novotel'. The drive into 
this resort is along a 
sweeping drive flanked by flat arid plantations that 
reflect the hot days sun. Getting nearer to the main 
reception, the soft by delightful day's breezes come 
straight from the beach to refresh, giving respite 
from the heat. You really feel that you've arrived.

The staff step forward to greet you and lead you to 
take a seat while another brings cooling towels and a 
refreshing fresh fruit drink from an artisan coconut 
goblet (which cab be purchased from the resorts 
boutique). Then after the  necessary formalities that 
come with checking in, you are escorted to your 
room, or villa. For the great value, the quality of this 
resort is exceptional. There are 52 superior rooms, 
25 deluxe rooms with room service, coffee and tea 
making facilities as well as views onto the beach or 
coconut groves.

The three swimming pools are perfect for a dip, or 
the stunning beach almost feels it is the resorts own 
private beach. There is a multitude of sports 
activities, so no chance of getting bored. Notably, 
water sports such as diving and snorkeling. For 
those wishing a more restful time then the spa is for 
you. Try a Sasak Massage, followed by a facial for 
complete pampering experience. The 'My Spa' and 
staff are wonderful, friendly, relaxed but 
professional.

The restaurants (there are two) are right on the 
beach, and there's nothing like the Novotel's 
breakfast buffet to get the day into top gear.

For KITAS holders or Indonesian citizens, the 
rates are very reasonable; Superior Room at Rp. 
399,000 ++, Deluxe Terrace Room at Rp. 
499,000++ and Sasak Bungalow at Rp. 999,000++

The perfect excuse to get to Kuta, Lombok and the 
Novotel.

E: hotel@novotel-lombok.com
T: +62 370 653 333 F: +62 370 653 555

Novotel Kuta 

Lombok
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EXCLUSIVE BOOK OFFER FOR 
THE TIMES' READERS

PLAYING with Fire: Adventures in 
Indonesia, is the exciting new travel 
book by the British author Nick 
Langston-Able and is selling well in the 
UK and Europe. It is the true story of a 
backpacking journey through Indonesia 
during the economic and political 
turmoil following the fall of Suharto. 
The author travels through Java, Bali 
and Lombok on a quest to find ancient 
temples, palm-fringed beaches and to 
climb some of the highest active 
volcanoes in the region including the 
awe-inspiring and dangerous Gunung 
Rinjani on the beautiful island of 
Lombok. 

With entertaining descriptions of the 
day-to-day life of a backpacker, Nick 
Langston-Able gives an amusing and 
honest account of his journey from a 
bored morning with daytime television 
to an extraordinary, diverse and 
challenging country.   

His journey from England takes him 
to Jakarta and on to Yogyakarta where he 
descr ibes  the  s tunning temple  
c o m p l e x e s  o f  B o r o b u d u r  a n d  
Prambanan. He then climbs Gunung 
Bromo before moving on to Bali where 

he visits Ubud and climbs Gunung 
Batur; however, this is just a rehearsal 
for the excitement of his attempt to climb 
the incredible Gunung Rinjani on 
Lombok.  On the way he describes the 
wonders and challenges of these diverse 
islands, learning the language, getting 
lost and making friends in the unlikeliest 
of places.  It is an open, amusing and 
exciting account of the reality of 
backpacking and the wonders of 
Indonesia.

Nick says of his journey: "I had 
travelled around Malaysia and Thailand 
but was fascinated by Indonesia and way 
in which people seemed to be working 
hard for change.  It also looked like such 
a fascinating country and I was excited 
by the opportunity to see such stunning 
scenery and perhaps to climb some of the 
most incredible volcanoes in the world.  
My journey had its challenges but was 
better than I could ever have imagined. 
As I say at the beginning of my book - it 
is a country that I love - terimah kasih."

And of Mount Rinjani: "I don't want 
to give away the ending but I can 
certainly say that the attempt to climb to 
the summit was one of the most 
challenging things I have ever done - and 
I always remember my time in Lombok 
as a very happy one."

And of his book: "It is so exciting 
getting a book published, I hope it makes 
people understand the wonder of travel 
and I hope it encourages more people to 
visit Indonesia as I can't think of another 
place in the world I would rather visit.

The book had a very successful 
launch at The Watershed, the major Arts 
centre in Bristol, UK in the summer. 

We are offering our readers a special 
offer of 30%, and the chance to win a 
signed edition copy. Please write to 
editor@lomboktimes.com explaining 
why you would like to read Nick's 
account of traveling through Indonesia.
It has had excellent reviews in the UK 
and is currently in the top five books on 
Indonesia at www.Amazon.co.uk

Nick Langston-Able has travelled 
extensively around Southeast Asia 
including Thailand, Singapore and the 
islands of Borneo, Sumatra, and Flores. 
He was born in Oxford, UK and works in 
Bristol as a part-time Business teacher 
and musician.  

More information available at 
www.adventures-in-indonesia.co.uk

Playing with Fire: Adventures in 
I n d o n e s i a  i s  p u b l i s h e d  b y  
www.freakash.net at £5.99 and can be 
ordered for direct delivery to anywhere 
in the world.

Playing with Fire

The Author

Bemo
Bemos (converted passenger-carrying 
minivans) are the main means of long-
distance transport on Lombok, used by both 
tourists and locals. They can be hailed down 
on all larger streets, and will happily take 
you even short hops around Senggigi. Fares 
are cheap, and around Senggigi cost Rp. 
1,000. Travel agents can also get you on 
semi-regular shuttle services, which connect 
Senggigi, the airport, and the harbors of 
Lembar (for Bali) and Bangsal (for the 
Gilis).

Taxi
Metered taxis are a fairly new development 
on Lombok, but they have become quite 
common in Mataram and Senggigi. The 
largest operator is Blue Bird, although there 
are a few other companies competing for 
your custom. Flag up is Rp5,000 and the 
meter ticks up a few hundred rupiah for 
every hundred meters past 2 km. Figure on 
Rp10,000 for hops around town and around 
Rp30,000 from Senggigi to Mataram.

Cidomo (Horse & Cart)

Horse-pulled carts known as cidomo are 
very common on Lombok, and while a bit 
more touristy in Senggigi, they're still a 
serious method of transportation. The Gilis 
do not have any motorized vehicles, so the 
cidomo is the fastest way to get around. 
They are relatively inexpensive, but bargain 
before your journey, not after.

Boat

Traditional fishing boats known as perahu 
(pronounced 'prow') grace the waters around 
Lombok, and are instantly recognizable due 
to their rather unusual feature of having two 
logs attached by bars on both sides like a 
catamaran, for greater stability in heavy 
swells. They can also be chartered, either 
directly from owners (in which case some 
knowledge of Bahasa will come in handy) or 
via any travel agent, who will of course take 
their cut. Some prices to aim for are 
Rp.100,000 from Bangsal to the Gilis or 
Rp.400,000 for a full day.

Bicycle

Traffic is relatively light throughout the 
island so travel by bicycle is quite possible, 
and provides a very different cultural 
experience to other means of transport. 
Bikes are prevalent on the Gilis due to there 
being no motorized vehicles. But Lombok is 
hilly, so you have been warned!

A Quickie: Getting Around Lombok

Cidomo

Kids on Bikes

THE TIMES NEWSTHE TIMES NEWS
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THE TIMES TRAVEL

Riding High in The Hills of Taro
WHAT do David and Victoria 

Beckham, Julian Lennon, Steve 
Irwin and I have in common? We 
have all visited the Elephant Park in 
Taro close to Ubud on Bali. 
Elephants don't readily spring to 
mind when one conjures up the 
images of holidaying in the tropics, 
and these Sumatran elephants have 
come a long way to get the now 
peaceful existence up in the jungled 
highlands. There are 27 pachyderms 
ranging in age with 42 being the 
oldest in the grey form of Fitri, and 
the youngest at 4 being Debby. 
Their plight was well documented 
in Australian owner's Nigel Mason's 
movie 'Operation Jumbo' that was 
filmed a couple of years ago. The 
Sumatran jungle is, unfortunately, 
dwindling and with the natural 
habitat of these magnificent 

creatures. The local farmers kill 
them, as they are seen as a pest to the 
farming industries, and with that 
their species is in danger. It takes a 
lot of heart and caring to go through 
what Nigel endured to get them 
from Sumatra to Bali. The movie 
speaks for itself  and in its uncut 
form often with profanities, but 
understandable given the red tape 
needing to be crossed  and lends 
itself to an appreciation of as well as 
feeling of awe to see them all so 
c o n t e n t e d  i n  b e a u t i f u l  
surroundings. After all, Steve Irwin, 
in his imitable way, declared it 'the 
best elephant park in the world'. I 
myself haven't been to any other 
elephant parks, but lots of zoos, 
which incidentally I can't stand 
mostly due to the resonating 
sadness of the captured, encaged 

creatures. But this park is joyful and 
brimming with a misty beauty 
emanating from the jungled space 
and waters.

My 8-year-old son, and rather 
older husband were equally as 
excited to get onto the big, grey 
one's back to ride high into the 
jungle. Only problem, who would 
sit with me, as the elephants can 
only sit two at a time. Needless to 
say, my son and I trotted off for our 
half hour safari behind the husband, 
slowly swaying side to side with the 
natural swagger of our big 'bull'. He 
was a hungry chap, and kept trying 
to sweep the surrounding vegetation 
into his little mouth via his trunk. 
His 'mahout' kindly guided him 
along through the jungle on narrow 
pa ths ,  t a lk ing  to  h im and  

encouraging him 
to believe that he 
was to be fed when 
we returned to his 
enclosure.

After our safari, 
and back in the 
park, the elephants 
walk into the big 
l a k e ,  w h i c h  
na tura l  spr ing  
rivers flow into, 
and half scare the 
r i d e r s  i n t o  
thinking that they 
will get doused as 
well! But this is 
a c t u a l l y  t h e  
perfect time for a 
photo opportunity, 
as well as being 
observed from the 
nearby restaurant. 
We then jump off 
our gentle giant 
and meet him back 
at the lake to feed 

him lashings of bamboo stalks, as 
much it seemed as his trunk could 
shove in, in the space of time needed 
to then be called to watch an 
educational elephant experience. I 
want to avoid the word 'show' as this 
really wasn't. The elephants, 
although very aware of the fact that 
they had an audience, were in fact, 
using their wits to learn to do 
various tasks, in a gentle fashion. 
My son was called to assist them by 
holding up to different cards with 
different numbers, from which the 
elephant had to choose the correct 
numeric answer from a simple sum. 
I suppose that would be handy when 
shopping for bamboo at the 

morning market!  Or, just be sure to 
bring along Jack, my boy.    

Our afternoon came to an end too 
soon, and once we had enjoyed 
purchasing our photo (Jack having 
his superimposed onto a T-Shirt), a 
snack and juice at the visually 
beautifully stunning restaurant 
overlooking our new friends, and a 
once round the museum and shop 
( s t o c k e d  u p  o n  e l e p h a n t  
paraphernalia), it was time to leave. 
It would be great to just wander 
back and stay in one of the villas that 
are due to open in December.

In the name of pachyderms  we 
will return. 

OUTERVIEW WITH NIGEL MASON

 Feeding Elephants

Temple with Elephant 
Crossing Sign

Nigel Mason is the owner of the 
Elephant Park, as well as Bali 
Adventure Tours, and he very 
kindly offered his time in 
answer ing the  fo l lowing 
questions for The Times.

You have recently completed some new 
accommodation. What exactly will you be 
offering?
The new accommodation to be named 'Safari Park 
Lodge' and consists of 27 rooms, 22 of them with 
'elephant access' from the door. The theme is, of 
course, all about an elephant experience and the 
rooms will be either one or two day packages that 
include all meals, rides, shows etc… The hotel also 
has spa/massage packages available and a new 
bar/swimming pool will open at the same time.  
Rooms are spacious and well appointed and are 
designed with elephants in mind.  Each day will 
include one adventure, first day being Elephant 
Safari Ride, however second day guests could 
choose, White Water Rafting, Mountain Cycling, 
Trekking or even a spa/massage package as their 
adventure.

When will they be officially open?
We hope to be open in time for Christmas this year 
(mid December).
 
Will there be 'packages' available, and if so, what 
will they compromise? How can guests book?
 As explained above there will be numerous 
packages. Guests can book directly through Bali 
Adventure Tours head office or website, or through 
any agent that deals with our company.

Do you have any updates on 'Operation Jumbo'?
'The Operation Jumbo' DVD will be released before 
Christmas as will my children's book 'The Tale of the 
First White Elephant in Bali'.  The book will be 
released in English and Indonesian, the DVD will be 
subtitled in Indonesian, Russian, Mandarin, French 
& Japanese. The film has so far been released all over 
the world and has been nominated in a few film 
festivals, including the Wildfire Film Festival in the 
UK where it was nominated in the top 4 for a 'Panda 
Award'.

What are the short-term plans for the Park? 
Short-term plans have literally been completed with 
a massive upgrade of the park near completion to 
coincide with the opening of the Safari Park Lodge 
this year. We are also upgrading our 'wedding' area.

And the long term plans?
 
 Long-term plans will include the building of a 
complete fertilizer plant outside the park and the re-
roofing of the restaurant in 2009. We also have a 
breeding program that we hope will eventually bear 
fruit.  This may be helped by our plans to build a 
complete laboratory at the park next year.

Which elephant would you say stands out from 
the rest, and why?
None really stand out in my mind, however each has 
their own personality. It's hard not to love little 
Debby, our youngest but our big male 'Seng Wong' is 
a beautiful elephant that is extremely intelligent.

Could you give a short 'day in the life' of one of 
your elephants?
Elephants are washed in the lake at about 7.30am 
each morning before receiving 'breakfast'. 
Depending on the roster elephants are then either 
saddled for the day's rides or separated for the show.  
Some younger elephants do about one hour's special 
training at this time. Babies return to their 'pads' until 
9am when they are brought over to the guest feeding 
and petting area.  Each elephant (depending on guest 
numbers) will do up to eight maximum 30-minute 
rides throughout the day, broken by food breaks and 
baths in the lake. Elephants take turns in the three 
shows daily and sometimes the babies are included.  
Elephants also have a one-hour lunch break at the 
same time as their 'mahout' (carer). At about 4.30 pm 
all elephants have a communal bath before being 
tethered to their individual pads for the night, where 
a large amount of food awaits them. Throughout the 
night they either eat or sleep.

What can our readers do in ways to support 
elephants, in any way possible?
We do not actually have a personal elephant support 
program, however by purchasing an elephant 
painting (painting by the elephants) from either our 
park shop or from our website, people can support 
elephants. Part proceeds from these sales also go to 
help elephants in the 'camps' in Sumatra, which are 
less fortunate than our 'rescued elephants'.

Thank you very much Nigel. The Times wishes you 
much future success.
 You're welcome Sarah-Jane. Incidentally our movie 
'Operation Jumbo' has been bought by ABC 
Australia, and should be shown in Australia some 
time after October 2007.
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Senggigi Street 
Traders Relocation

N a bid to improve the environment for tourists 
in the Senggigi area, the West Lombok 
Government in association with the Commerce 
and Industry Department is in the process of Irelocating the street and beach traders or 

“Pedagang Kaki Lima” to one special area. 

These traders will be relocated behind the Sahid 
Tamara Hotel. Mr. Joko Wiranto, head of the Regency 
of the Commerce and Industry Department, said 'the 
planning has been changed, now we plan to build 30 
kiosks instead of 23 with each being 4 x 3 metres in 
size. One kiosk will able to accommodate a maximum 
of 2 traders. Construction of the kiosk will be built up 
in two stages. The first stage will begin in the middle of 
September this year by the contractor CV. Mayalia. At 
a budget of Rp 1.1 billion (about $US 123,000) 15 
kiosks will be built including a public toilet, changing 
room, gazebo, an entertainment stage and various 
other facilities. The building is planned to be finished 
in December 2007. The second stage is planned to 
continue next year to complete the project.

by Ayu Asri, Assistant Editor
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QUESTION: It's now almost five years 
have passed since people had started 
dying of the bird flu. Its no big news 
any more, it's just a new death in that 
row of two hundred. Would it be 
correct to say that the biggest danger of 
the bird flu, is to forget about the 
danger of the bird flu?

Answer: In public health we are often 
dealing with problems that have 
potentially serious consequences. And 
they are small news when we are 
actually responding to them but they 
become big news when they get out of 
control after we fail to do our job. I 
would like to see intense work by 
gove rnmen t s ,  by  communi ty  
organizations to deal with this issue. I 
would like to see it as number one. 
High media publicity for me is not so 
important.

What would not be helpful actually is to 
scare people into thinking massive 
pandemic starting any second now and 
have them in uncertainty on what they 
should be doing. So I'm not distressed 
about the reduced media coverage, I 
think we are reaching a more balanced 
media coverage by this time. What I'm 
very concerned about is to ensure 
there's still a sustained popular action 
and sustained government action in the 
next few years to do with the issue. If 
governments stop thinking about it or 
if people stop thinking about it then we 
would have something to worry about. 

Q: So this is NOT a situation of a 
pandemic probably starting every 
second?

A: In my job it is normal to behave as if a 
pandemic could start tomorrow, because 
this is my job, this is what I have to deal 
with 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
But I wouldn't want you in your job 
spending a lot of time thinking a 
pandemic is about to start. I want you to 
get on with your life and rely on those 
who are responsible of dealing with this 
issue. 

Q: Can you give any quantitative 
assessment of the probability of a 
pandemic?

A: I wish I could. I'll tell you how I do it: if 
we look at history, we can be certain one 
day there would be another influenza 
pandemic. But we cannot say with any 
certainty at all when it would happen, 
where it would start, how severe it would 
be. So the only certainty we can share 
with each other is that it would happen 
one day.

By RIA Novosti's Mikhail Tsyganov from Nusa-Dua (Bali, Indonesia)

Q: Just like an earthquake?

A: People in Indonesia are very used to 
the reality that disasters and catastrophes 
will happen, unfortunately, that they don't 
know when they will start and how severe 
they are going to be. People that I talked 
to in Indonesia understand this language 
that I am using. In other settings people 
are less comfortable with it and get 
nervous.

Q: In your opinion what are the chances 
of developing a successful vaccine from a 
virus that doesn't yet exist?

A: In developing vaccines from evolving 
viruses the challenge is to find a part of 
the virus that would stay constant during 
the evolution. and have the vaccine 
against that common part of the virus. 
Then that vaccine would have the 
capacity to do with whatever pathogenic 
forms that might evolve. And this process 
of identifying the necessary genetic or 
cell material is being undertaken in many 
laboratories all over the world. 

I can't say how likely it is that it would be 
successful - I have seen some vaccine 
research that has been amazingly 
successful, others like HIV vaccines 
turned out to be more difficult, so I can't 
give you the probability. But I would say 
that there is a scientific basis for finding a 
vaccine that would have multiple 
coverage and personally I very much 
hope that that kind of research would 
prove to be successful. 

Q: What are all these news about human-
to -human t ransmiss ion  a l ready  

happening in Indonesia really about? 

A: When we talk about a human to human 
transmission of the influenza virus we are 
talking about sustained human to human 
transmission: I am giving the virus to you, 
you are passing

human to human transmission 
i

Q: What makes Indonesia so important? 

A: There are more outbreaks of H5N1 
infection in poultry and H5N1 infection 
in humans in Indonesia than anywhere 
else in the world, so to me Indonesia is 
extremely important.

Indonesia and Egypt are countries where 
H5N1 is entrenched in poultry population 
and for that reason these countries are 
trying very hard to control the virus and to 
restrict its circulation. And that is not easy 

 virus s 
entrenched in poultry. Intense efforts for 
several years would be necessary to 
completely control it. 

We have to remember that Indonesia is 
highly decentralized and that means that 
it is necessary for us to be encouraging 
authorities at the district level as well as 
regional governments to be taking this 
issue extremely seriously.  

In countries with highly centralized 
administration it is relatively easy to issue 
instructions about the control of diseases 
in animals or in humans and then to get all 
levels of government to comply. With 
decentralized administration it is 
sometimes more difficult. 

Q: In short, what is the general situation 
in fighting this highly pathogenic avian 
influenza you've been speaking about in 
Indonesia?  

A: I am very pleased that we have 
actually seen the situation to be relatively 
stable in the last years. That is not of 
course a success but it could have been 
much worse. 

 the virus over to other 
people, and it acts like a chain reaction to 
end up with a wide spread disease. That is 
what understood as a human-to-human 
transmission, and what we see at the 
moment is called a sporadic human 
infection. 

The distinction is terribly important. 
Sustained 
s bringing with it the threat of influenza 

pandemic that  would change whole of 
our lives, it would have very major 
consequences. Sporadic human cases of 
H5N1 are very rare: we have only seen 
three hundred something reported in the 
last few years. They are very rare but they 
are important as they indicate to us that 
there is an underlying H5N1 infection in 
the poultry we have to worry about.

to keep the under control when it i

NABARRO

Interview With Unted Nations
System Influenza Coordination
Senior David Nabarro

QUICK OUTERVIEW with Chef Asier

Chef Asier heads the kitchens at The Echo 
Beach House in Canggu, Bali and its sister 
restaurant Scallywags on Gili Trawangan, 
Lombok. Most customers are used to his 
charming, smiling face and easy attitude. The 
Times caught up with the ever busy asier to 
find out what's cooking.

Where are you from Asier?

Bilbao in the Basque Country in Spain.

How long have you been in Indonesia?

Almost 3 years. 

What do you love about Indonesia?

The colors, the aromas, the people, the food 
and the living.

Currently, where are you working?

Gili Trawangan Lombok, and Canggu, Bali.

What would you say are your signature 
dishes?

Foie and chocolate with ginger crackers and 
egg croquettes.

What do you take into consideration when 
you are creating dishes here?

I love to think about my dishes when I am in 
the line-up waiting for the set.

How is it different here, from where you've 
worked abroad?

 Hugely, but I love challenges and I tend to 
avoid the normal way of doing things, that 
scares me.

What do you like to do in your spare time?

Play with Zery my son. Surf all day, party 
with my mates and ride my motorbike.

Have you travelled much around 
Indonesia, and what place has struck you 
as gorgeous?

I have visited few other islands like Java, Bali 
and Lombok, but the most amazing sight my 
eyes witnessed was the Mentawais in 
Sumatra especially Botik.

 

How is Scallywags different from other 
eateries on Gili Trawangan?

It is just different. It's cool and trendy, umm, 
never mind the tasty staff and colorful dishes.

What kind of clientele is your menu 
attracting?

All around the world like the menu, very 
international.

What is the weirdest request you've ever 
had from a customer?

Sardines with coca-cola or chorizo ice cream.

How do you get such fresh produce to such 
a remote island?

By fast boat from Bali.

What does Scallywags have that the others 
don't?

Manchego cheese and grilled chorizo with 
aioli.

Finally, what future menu plans do you 
have for Scallywags?

Come and check it out yourself. Give a 
special treat to your body and mind “que 
frescura senor cura”.

Chef Asier
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For information contact Max Heitman. Email: ebano.r.r@telkom.net, Office: +62 370 693898, HP: +62 8133 9901 718
www.lombok-ebanobungalows.com

Ebano R&R Bungalows 
7.5 km north of Senggigi, Lombok

26 Bungalows (2 sold)
Priced from 1 billion rupiah each

(Approx $US100,000)

A fully-enclosed area of 2.5 ha 
Beach frontage, first-class security, gardens

& large pool, with plenty of space to relax
Well worth a visit to see for yourself 

the lifestyle on offer

FOR SALE 

WHERE DREAMS COME TRUE

+62 361 767 466 / 

+62 812 3836 321 (24hr)

www.airbali.com / info@airbali.com

Murni's Corner

What to Look for in 
Balinese Shadow 
Puppets by Ni Wayan Murni

ONE of my earliest memories is of 
watching a shadow puppet 
performance in our village temple 
in Ubud at night. I must have been 
about five years old and was 
totally mesmerized. That was a 
long time ago but the art is still as 
strong as ever and I am still 
captivated by it. I collect the 
puppets and have an old set of over 
a hundred in a big wooden box. 
One of  the  chal lenges  is  
identifying the characters, but 
there are clues, which I shall 
reveal. I sell old ones as well as 
new ones from my shop, Murni's 
Warung Shop in Ubud and also 
f r o m  m y  w e b  s i t e  
www.murnis.com, They are very 
popular as unusual decorative 
items.

Shadow puppets are an old art 
form and were mentioned in a 
Balinese inscription dated 896 
AD. A Balinese royal inscription 
of 1053 mentions a performance. 
They are instructive, entertaining 
and religious, and have had a 
profound effect on Balinese arts. 
They bring together dance, drama, 
literature, visual art and music. 
The puppeteer or dalang has to be 
an expert in all these arts: it is a one 
man (or woman) show, and very 
impressive.

The puppeteer sits cross-legged 
behind a large, white cloth. A 
flickering coconut-oil lamp casts 
shadows on the screen. The 
puppets are made of flat buffalo or 
cow hide and two assistants sit on 
either side of the puppeteer and 
hand him the puppets. I always 
like to go behind the screen and 
have  a  look.  The  s tor ies  
concentrate on scenes from the 
epics, especially the Mahabarata 
and the Ramayana. We, the 
audience, know the stories well 
and can s tar t  watching a  
performance at any point.

The puppets are made of 
cowhide with a tapering buffalo 
horn or wooden handle. Each 
puppet is chiselled, coloured and 
has a conventional headdress, 
w h i c h  p r o v i d e s  i n s t a n t  
recognition. The style has hardly 
changed in hundreds of years. 
They have long necks and arms, 
and toes that are not in the correct 
position. The eyes and headdress 

are the most important parts of the 
puppet, because the eyes reveal 
expression and the headdress 
indicates status. 

Noble characters, like royalty, 
have light bodies, straight noses, 
flat teeth in slightly open, slightly 
smiling mouths and slit, almond-
shaped eyes. Their legs are close 
together. Examples are Arjuna and 
Karna. They speak in high voices. 
Noble princesses are small and 
slim, large breasted, with flowing 
hair, narrow waists and slender 
hips.

Less refined males have neat 
moustaches. Further down the 
scale, there is more facial and body 
hair and eyes become round. They 
speak in louder, deeper voices. 
Examples are Bima and his son 
Gatotkaca, whose mother Arimbi 
was a demon. At the bottom of the 
scale are the coarse characters, like 
the ogres, who have hairy, 
muscular, red or brown bodies, 
thick hands, pointed teeth and 
bulbous, round eyes.

Body colours represent values 
in Balinese society, for example, 
white represents purity, green 
fertility and black evil. The gods 
have their own colours. Wisnu is 
green or black, Siwa is white and 
Brahma is red. Some attributes are 
restricted to certain characters. 
Bayu, the god of wind and his 
sons, Hanuman and Bima, have a 
large, lethal thumb-nail. Only 
these characters, and Tualen, wear 
a black and white chequered 
poleng sarong. All the monkeys in 
Rama's monkey army are black, 
except Hanuman, who is white. 

The Kayonan is the most 
important puppet, in the shape of 
the tree of life. It is also a palace. 
The dalang waves it to indicate the 

start of the story. It swoops, 
trembles and flutters and brings 
the puppets to life and indicates 
scene changes and the end of the 
performance. The dalang speaks 
in Kawi, which few understand. 
For the benefit of the audience, 
four clowns translate and 
comment in Balinese. The clowns 
are the most popular characters 
and can be very funny. 

There are usually four gamelan 
instruments called Gender 
Wayang, which comprise the 
gender or xylophone, the rebab or 
two-stringed lute, the drum and the 
gong. The dalang directs the 
music and also sings songs. The 
music announces entrances, 
supports the dialogue, creates a 
benevolent atmosphere, and adds 
excitement to dramatic scenes.

If you can, I would recommend 
that you try and attend a 
performance in Bali. Even if you 
don't understand much, you will 
certainly enjoy the atmosphere 
and marvel at the skill of the 
dalang.

Ni Wayan Murni
Ubud, Bali 

Ni Wayan Murni is the owner of 
Murni's Warung, the first real 
restaurant in Ubud, Bali, where 
many of her puppets are on display 
and available for purchase. She also 
owns Murni's Warung Shop, 
Murni's Villas and Murni's Houses. 
She has been dealing with puppets 
for over 30 years and exhibited part 
of her collection in the United States 
in February 2007. Her web site 
www.murnis.com is Bali's leading 
on-line resource centre. She has 
been the consultant to a new book 
'Secrets of Bali' by Jonathan 
Copeland, which contains more 
details on shadow puppets. She can 
b e  c o n t a c t e d  o n  
murni@murnis.com. 

Rama Shadow Puppet

Hanoman Shadow Puppet

High School Drama 
Comes to Bali
“HIGH School Musical”, the Disney Channel's hit 
movie of 2006,  viewed by over 37,000,000 viewers 
in the US and televised in over 100 countries, has 
broken the mold in another way by being turned into a 
stage production. With over 2000 productions being 
staged by schools and amateur groups in the US, fans 
in Bali haven't had to wait long. In March 2008, Bali 
SoDA (School of Dramatic Arts) will present the stage 
version showcasing the talents of young actors, 
singers and dancers from southern Bali.

Auditions were held in August at the Oriental 
Theatre in Legian. Over 120 children and adults, some 
as young as 5 yrs old, came to sing, dance and act in 
hopes of becoming Bali's own 'Troy Bolton' or 
'Gabriella Montez'. Rehearsals begin in October with 
a final cast of 75 performers. Nanci Holiday, a veteran 
director, choreographer and performer in musical 
theatre with over 35 years experience, will direct this 
community event.

Bali SoDA is the brainchild of Maria Blasutto, a 
long time resident of Bali who attended Jean Shelton's 
Actors Lab in San Francisco. The aim of Bali SoDA is 
to bring talented children and adults in Bali together 
with experienced teachers and to bring professionally 
staged, Broadway-style entertainment to this 
beautiful island. “High School Musical” was chosen 
as Bali SoDA's debut offering because of its 'hot' 
status with young people all over the world.  The 

production is presented in association with Music 
Theatre International, NY, USA, who control the 
performance rights.

Bali SoDA is thrilled to bring this exciting 
opportunity to residents of Bali. The school, the first 
of its kind in Indonesia, will be a professional 
establishment committed to teaching its students to 
the highest possible standard. Classes will be offered 
in dance, singing, acting for stage or film, costume 
design, make-up and other areas as the school 
expands. 

Training in dramatic arts provides an excellent 
vehicle for confidence building for people of all ages 
and good preparation for our older students as they 
approach school-leaving age and venture out into 
their chosen career. It is an ideal place for those who 
wish to begin a career in the performing arts. However 
many students can enjoy the classes as a hobby.

So whether you're looking for a creative outlet, a 
serious profession in performing, a real opportunity to 
audition for television and film, or whether you want 
to build up your confidence and meet new friends in a 
fun and friendly atmosphere, Bali SoDA has arrived to 
facilitate this very need.

Tickets for the March performances of “High 
School Musical” will go on sale soon. Enrolments for 
classes beginning in 2008 will begin in January. For 
further info http://www.balisoda.com

A night at the zoo has opened on Bali this month, from 17th October, 
at Bali Zoo in Gianyar.There are 350 endangered species and night 
animals in 3.5 hectares of natural landscape, to be beheld under 
moonlight from 7pm onwards (for the night tours). From 8.30 pm 
there are performances such as the 'kecak fire ball' and the jogged 
jungle sports dance. The night at the Zoo opens daily from 6pm to 
10pm.

You may decide to partake in the BBQ served nightly, or a special set 
menu at the Star Bhoga Restaurant from 6pm -- 9.30pm.

For more information call +62 361 294 356, or go online at www.bali-
zoo.com

Night at The Zoo
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History 

In 1843 the Balinese rulers on Lombok made 
a treaty with the Dutch, in which they 
supposedly recognized the Dutch authority. 
But it made no difference to the people of 
Lombok, they remained poor and were 
burdened with a hard and miserable 
existence. The Sasak leaders talked to the 
Dutch and asked for help in order to improve 
the situation on Lombok.

Likewise, the Dutch were far from happy 
with the state of affairs on Bali and Lombok. 
The economy had gone into decline in the 
Netherlands. The colonial war in the Dutch 
East Indies burnt up money and the Dutch 
couldn't tolerate the fact that the Balinese 
ruler was acting on his own authority. The 
Raja earned a lot of money by trading opium 
and weapons. Moreover, he had developed 
very successful international commercial 
relations, in which the Dutch had no share. 
The Balinese Raja profited financially from 
the increasing steam shipping industry, 
whereas the Dutch KPM (Koninklijke 
Pakketvaart Maatschappij i.e. Royal Packet 
Service Company) was as good as dead.

The Raja and his people had to disappear, 
so they would no longer cause the Dutch any 
trouble. They realized only then the bad 
situation for the Dutch would be able to re-
establish itself. The monopoly on the sale of 
opium would also substantially fatten the 
Dutch treasury and, furthermore, they had 
promised the Sasak support in the battle 
against poverty and exploitation.

On the 10th of July 1894, the Dutch troops 
landed at Ampenan, after the Raja had ignored 
the proposals of the Dutch. The battle went 
down in history as 'The Lombok-Expedition', 
as well as 'The biggest defeat ever suffered by 
the Dutch-Indonesian army in a battle'. To the 

Dutch Remains on Lombok: 
a Short History
Museum Propinsi NTB te Mataram Lombok from 17 September 2007 through to November

by Claar Griffioen
Claar Griffioen buried herself in the history of Lombok and delved into the photographic archives of the Tropical Museum 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands and gathered historically interesting pictures of Lombok.
The Dutchman Frederik in cooperation with Rahmat Akbar (www.Treasure-houselombok.com) from Sandik  Lombok, took 
pictures of the historical places that also appear in the historical pictures.

present day it remains unclear what exactly 
took place between the different parties. It is 
m o s t  l i k e l y  t h a t  c o r r u p t i o n  a n d  
misunderstanding played a role. The Dutch 
were savagely defeated and many people lost 
their lives, among them also second 
commander Major General P.P.H. van Ham. A 
vindictive act of retaliation from the Dutch 
followed.

The old Raja Agung Agung Gde Ngoerah 
was captured by cunning and six months later 
he died in Batavia. Meanwhile, Mataram and 
Cakranegra had been wiped off the map and 
the treasuries of the palaces had been 
thoroughly pillaged.

A wealth of jewellery, gold and silver 
coins, gemstones and other important 

Lombok items of cultural value can now be 
found in the collections of Dutch museums 
and a large part of it is in the Museum 
Nasional in Jakarta.

The Dutch turned out to be strict rulers. 
Under the leadership of the Dutch, houses, 
schools and offices were built, bridges and 
roads were constructed, as well as an 
extensive modern irrigation system. 
However, all those efforts involved a 
considerable tax increase for the people, who 
were only worse off due to this measure.

When the Japanese assumed power in 
1942, they ordered the destruction of 
everything that was reminiscent of the Dutch 
period. Nevertheless, there are still enough 
traces to get an impression of the activities of 
the Dutch on the island.

Jembatan Gerung-2006 Jembatan Gerung-Lama

H
. SUKRON Makmur is now 
one of the most popular pearl 
sellers in Mataram, Lombok. 

He started business fifteen years ago 
as beach and street seller in the 
Senggigi area. Ten years later, with Rp 
100 million in hand, he then tried to 
expand his business in 2001, by 
opening a small pearl store next to 
Mataram Mall. With his Senggigi 
street experience and by knowing 
m a n y  p e o p l e  h i s  s t o r e  w a s  
immediately a great success. In his 
small store he works along side his 
wife and his son, even though it is only 
a small store they sell a lot of 
variations and styles of pearl including 
earrings, bangles, necklaces etc. 

There are two kinds of pearls in his 
store, salt water and fresh water. Salt-
water pearls sell for Rp 15,000 to Rp 
25,000 per pearl and fresh water from 
about Rp 10,000 to 50,000 per item. 
Nowadays his income is about Rp 150 
million a month. He does not only sell 
his pearls in his store but also sends 
them around Indonesia including Bali, 
Java, Kalimantan and even exports to 
U.S.A.

H. Sukron Makmun was born 43 
years ago and lives in Karang 
Genteng, Pagutan, Mataram where 
most people have the same business as 
him. Besides being famous as a pearl 
centre, this village is also famous as a 
gold and silver centre. Therefore Mr. 
Sukron can get gold or silver easily 
from his neighbours, which in 
combination with his pearls make a 
more attractive and interesting 

business venture.  

To increase his business and to 
share the experience Mr. Sukron has 
also taken part of a lot of exhibitions in 
Bali, Java, and Kalimantan etc. To 
promote and market his product, he 
also works in connection to travel 
agents and tour guides in Lombok. Mr. 
Sukron said that his clients are not 
only local people but also domestic 
and overseas tourists. He is hopeful 
that the tourism sector in Indonesia 
and in particular Lombok, will 
improve so a lot of tourists will want to 
come to Lombok and visit his store. 
“Whatever happens in tourism also 
has a knock on affect to my business” 
he said. 

Mr. Sukron advises the readers of 
The Times to come to Lombok and 
enjoy in the naturally beautiful 
panorama, and to welcome you all to 
visit his store “ Sinar Mutiara Siti 
Hajar” (Siti Hajar's Shiny Pearls).

A Pearl of a Store
exclusive by assistant editor Ayu Asri

H. Sukron Makmun



K E L A P A  L U X U R Y  V I L L A S K E L A P A  L U X U R Y  V I L L A S

GILI  TRAWANGAN - INDONESIA

K E L A P A   L U X U R Y   V I L L A S
G I L I T R A W A N G A N - I N D O N E S I A

Gili Trawangan’s First Luxury Villas
Gili Trawangan's First Luxury Villa Resort
10 beautifully appointed private villas available now.

Reservations contact....
simon@kelapavillas.com
www.kelapavillas.com
tel: +62 (0) 8123766496
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OVER across the waters of the Lombok Strait, 
to the north west of the island lies idyllic Gili 
Trawangan, famed for its easy living devoid of any 
motor transportation and dogs. This island is 
pleasantly 3 kilometers by 2 kilometers and easily 
navigated by foot, if you have the time, or by the 
ubiquitous bicycle, or for the more relaxed by 
'cidomo' (horse and cart). Its popularity is 
increasing rapidly, so it was a pleasant surprise to 
be introduced to 'Kelapa Luxury Villas' found off 
south beach, in a tranquil breezy coconut 
plantation, as its name 'kelapa' indicates.

It was not so many years ago that all Gili 
Trawangan had to offer was back packer style 
accommodation, so much so that many tourists 
would base themselves from Lombok and make 
the crossing for day, to return to mosquito free 
living for a sleep in the comfort of an air 
conditioned room. Today, there are a few up 
market resorts to be found, but none to match the 
modern 'luxurious' living of these villas. There are 
actually ten standing villas, with some so popular 

Luxurious Coconuts on Gili T 

Kelapa Luxury Villas
that they have attracted long-term tenants to now 
occupy them, literally living the tropical dream. 
They range in from 1 bedroom to 4 bedroom but all 
have state of the art kitchens, private well sized 
swimming pools, spacious walled in gardens that 
have amazing lawns and flora (and gentle swaying 
palms!) which needs to be noted as Gili T is arid 
and not usually a place to see an English garden 
style, with all the mod cons in electronics such as 
flat screen TVs, DVD players and music systems. 
The interiors are cool, spacious and extremely 
welcoming with a modern minimalist style 
befitting the hot tropics. The bathrooms are what 
you would expect of luxurious villas, and are 
equipped with fresh water, also noteworthy, as 
many visitors are not used to the usual showering 
with  sea  water  as  bef i ts  most  other  
accommodation.

As mentioned, the bicycle is the way to go, and 
Kelapa offer bicycles with all the villas for a short 
ride to get to all the dive centres, restaurants and 
bars. Imagine, drink as much as you like, there are 

no laws for riding a bicycle under the influence! 
Nighttimes might be for fun and games, but 
daytimes do tend to veer toward sports and 
activity. Gili T is well known for its diving and 
snorkeling, with many PADI dive centres ready to 
take visitors on daily dives, offered at varying 
times of the day. Snorkelling is the other 
alternative to fish and coral gazing, either with a 
sports centre or alternatively by renting your own 
boat and getting out there. There is even a gym 
found at the back of Blue Marlin, where you can 
take a daily, weekly of monthly pass. Back at 
Kelapa, you may wish to do nothing more after 
your complimentary breakfast than hang by the 
pool and absorb the sun, or be shaded from one of 
the gazebos in the shade of the palms with the 
latest blockbuster, languidly dipping from time to 
time. It would be difficult to go coconuts at 
Kelapa, where good style and tranquil living is 
offered in spades.

For all information contact:
+62 (0) 812 3756 003/ 812 3766 496

THE STRING 
by Franz Madlener

This month: Red Wine, the Demak Road, 
and not one mention of Jet Star…

It has taken up until my 40th year on 
planet earth to realize a few things - and 
be grateful for them in hindsight… 

Most predominant of all these is 
acquiring the taste for red wine at a young 
age.  In an era where my peers were 
getting tanked on a concoction of spirits 
that were apparently more enjoyable to 
drink once ignited with a cigarette lighter, 
I decided that red wine would be my 
toxin.  Now for the record, this didn't just 
happen overnight  it took years of horrid 
hangovers, vile tastes in my mouth the 
morning after (akin to having licked a 
camels' buttock) and many a night 
enduring ridicule as to why, in my 
teenage years, I was drinking red wine at 
an AC/DC concert, a friends 16th 
birthday party, or worse  at the football 
with a bucket of chips and a hot dog.  
Eventually persistence paid off, and now 
I can enjoy any quality of red  even a good 
cooking wine  as early as 8.00am.

This brings me onto the main topic of 
my one sided conversation; and that is the 
other experience I am grateful for: The 

Demak Road.  For those of you who have 
never experienced the Demak Road; it is 
something that is akin to acquiring the 
taste for really good Margret River Red  
and I'm not talking some pathetic 
heliotrope Merlot or charlatan Cote' de 
Rhone, I mean a whopping corpulent 
Shiraz.  Something that hits you from 
behind when you least expect it.  Both 
take time to be appreciated for what they 
a re :  Cap t iva t ing ly  des t ruc t ive ,  
sycophant ica l ly  exhi la ra t ing  & 
masochistically spellbinding.  The more 
you take in; the more you know that this 
can't be good for you!  For those of you 
who don't know, the Demak Road is a 32 
mile pathetic stretch of gigantic pot holes, 
faux bitumen, and four dimensional 
obstacles, running from Semarang in 
Central Java  to Kudos in the North.  

This single stretch of tar makes The 
Whacky Races look like the Queens 
Birthday motorcade pageant.  It makes 
The Cannonball Run look like a merry-
go-round for two year olds, and the 
Daytona 500 look like a pennyfathing 
ride.  To put this road into perspective, 
last year over the Idil-Fitri holiday long 

weekend ,  the  loca l  newspaper  
congratulated all the drivers for keeping 
the number of recorded deaths from 
motor vehicle accidents to under 50  for a 
Three Day period  on a 32 Mile Road!  
This ain't Indonesia's equivalent of 
Hollywood Boulevard that's for sure! 

The first time I experienced it, I was sat 
in the back seat of a taxi that had 
obviously had its suspension removed, or 
stolen, or was manufactured before the 
invention of suspension, or something  
whichever it was  there was none. This 
cab however still managed to keep the 
original plastic covering intact on the rear 
seat.  At first I couldn't understand why 
any vehicle without air conditioning 
would want to drive around in pizza oven 
temperatures with plastic covered seats.  
Answer: The Demak Road.  Even though 
you knew your life wasn't safe  you sat 
there assured that when you finally 
pooped your pants, you wouldn't have to 
worry about it staining the seats.

All logic governing common sense 
gesticulations, such as using an indicator 

to change lanes; having at least one stop 
light that works, or any sort of head light 
that could actually illuminate something, 
goes out the window  which, ironically 
most cars don't have.  Add to this, 
underage bus drivers' trying to break the 
land speed record in a bus full of peasant 
farmers holding chickens and goats, you 
start to get the picture.  As for driving on 
the correct side of the road, well, I guess if 
you are driving on either side of it, then 
from your perspective it is the correct 
side.  Forget the fact that you can only see 
the back of oncoming traffic lights, and 
most other vehicles in your lane are 
heading in the opposite direction to you.  
This appears to be only a minor 
technicality.  

All this wouldn't be too bad, given all 
the other absurdities that occur in Java, 
except for the fact that this road is also the 
main transport hub for the movement of 
40' shipping containers sticky-taped to 
the back of unroadworthy trucks.  
Hundreds of them.  Per hour.  The other 
irony is that neither point A or point B on 
either end of the Demak Road is 
particularly appealing; I mean, it's not as 

if you need to hurry to get to see the 
Hanging Gardens of Babylon before they 
disappear, or all the entrants of Miss 
World having a bikini wrestling 
competition in a huge pool of jelly.  No.  
The irony is that there is absolutely 
nothing on either end of this road worth 
hurrying for.

You know what… I have experienced 
this road now at least a dozen times over 
the past 5 years; and just like cheap red 
wine from the cask at sixteen years of age, 
I have now developed a taste for it.  A 
natural high with no hangover (unless 
you die, of course).  The Demak Road is 
far more exhilarating than the buzz 
achieved with the aide of fermented grape 
juice, and something that has become 
enjoyably macabre.  There is probably 
nothing like it anywhere else in the world.  
Kind of like that Margret River Shiraz 
that I was telling you about…

Speaking of which, it's now 8.00am, so 
time to fill up my glass and say Cheers  
and One For The Road!       

The column of nonsensical waffle loosely tied together.  

Interior View
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Lombok Flavours 
at Dua Em (2M)

L
OMBOK does actually mean chilli, so it 
shouldn't be any real surprise to find that the 
flavours are those of spicy chilis, or more 
locally known and called 'taliwang' and 

'pelecing'. One of the most renowned dishes from 
Lombok is that of 'ayam taliwang' or spicy spring 
chicken. After asking several friends to recommend a 
restaurant serving 'real' ayam taliwang, that the locals 
would also frequent, it was without hesitation and the 
same response that I heard each time 'Dua Em', in the 
capital city of Mataram.

We did not reserve but made our way there, and 
luckily because it was still the fasting month, we had the 
restaurant to ourselves during the first half an hour. This 
turned out to be a very lucky move, as in no time after 
the breaking fast of the setting sun; the place was full to 
the brim, and the charming owner Denny was more 
occupied. As it was, Denny sat with us and talked us 
through all the various local dishes and regaled us on his 
Dua Em recounts. My husband and I immediately 
ordered 'ayam taliwang', 'lalapan' (salad vegetables 
which through their cold taste compliment a hot chili 
palate), white boiled rice and 'es teh tawar' (iced tea, no 
sugar). Denny then added to that list some 'tahu 
Lombok' (absolutely mouth watering fried tofu), some 
'plecing kangkung' (a highly recommended Lombok 
dish of green vegetable, peanuts, grated coconut, runner 
beans and beansprouts in a mild chili dressing) andf my 
personal favourite 'sayur lebui' (black peas in a 'rawon' 
style broth and absolutely delicious). He also bettered 
our rather boring iced tea with 'es kelapa madu' (iced 
coconut juice with honey and shredded fruit), which 
was the far superior accompliment to all the spicy 
goings on. 

The 'ayam taliwang' proved to be more than my 
tastebuds could handle, and after much panting and eye 
watering, I opted to change my order to the 'ayam kecap' 
which is a delicate spring chicken in a sweet sauce. Now 

Ayam Taliwang

I was getting into all the different plates spread around 
the table in front of me, much to Denny's absolute 
pleasure. He explained to me that the family restaurant 
is now into its third generation, and 60 years old. It 
moved to its present premises in 1993. It is the place for 
local food, and gets through 300 chickens daily. These 
are all organic, 'kampung' chickens no older than 7 or 8 
months, to ensure their tenderness, along with the fact 
that they are grain fed. The vegetables are all market 
fresh daily. The cuisine is in fact extremely healthy, and 
can suit vegetarians or meat eaters. Although we didn't 
try it, there is also a selction of fish and beef marrow. 
For the real fire eaters, the 'ayam julat' is the spiciest of 
all the menu, and Denny had a real glint in his eyes when 
he explained this. From that I presumed that it was his 
particular favourite.

In all, the Dua Em experience is purely culinary, and 
authentic. You will not get the real deal most 
comprehensively under one roof. 

I didn't ask what the Dua Em, or translated, two m's 
meant. One can only guess.

Mouthwatering Menu.

Dua Em is open seven days a week from 8 am to 10 
pm.

There is seated 
dining in a canteen 
style open room, or 
in a VIP room which 
can seat up to 15 
(book ahead) or 
around ' lesehan'  
style seating.

JL. Transmigrasi 99, 
Mataram, Lombok.
0370 636734.

Bapak Denny, Owner

AFTER almost two years 
that the original building 
was destroyed by fire, the 
traditional market has 
reopened in Ampenan, on 

th12  September last. The 
fire destroyed all the 
building leaving only the 
structural walls, and 
started at 5 am originating 
from the rice stall. Until 
now, the police report is 
unable to exactly locate 
the cause of the fire.The 
new building is now a vast 
improvement on the old, 
b u t  c o n t i n u e s  t h e  
traditional of this early 
morning all day market 
place that has been in 
existence for more than a 
decade. This was the 
second fire to occur.

The market sells meats, 
vegetables, fruit, fish, live 
stock (fowl) and a variety 
of utensils and clothing, as 
well as hardware stores at 
the entrance. There are a 
lot of local traders, who 
pay Rp. 5,000 (US 50 
cents) entrance fee per 

Traditional Market 
Reopens in Ampenan

month, plus between Rp. 
1,000 to Rp. 5,000 per day 
depending on the size of 
their stall space, and then 
also pay a weekly rubbish 
collection fee of Rp. 3,000 
plus Rp. 3,000 per week 
for security. The new 

building also provides 
additional comforts in the 
f o r m  o f  p u b l i c  
washrooms, a musholla 
for prayers, and most 
importantly plenty of 
parking spaces. With the 
temporary market having 

been held across the road, 
there was very often a 
problem with traffic with 
' c i d o m o s '  a n d  c a r s  
blocking the road, which 
incidentally, is the main 
street to the airport.
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FRUIT OF THE LAND
I

NDONESIAN markets abound with 
many types of tropical fruit. These are 
an important part of the Indonesian 
diet, either eaten on their own, made 
into desserts, or juices (avocado is 
popular) or even savoury dishes (i.e. 

rujak). From the smallest of warungs to 
sophisticated air-conditioned restaurants fruit 
is offered as an integral part of the meal. Snap 
off a banana and hand over Rp. 500 after your 
meal in a warung or pay handsomely for fruit 
smoothies at foreign style cafes.

Many of these fruits are indigenous to 
Indonesia (Mangosteen) or the Malay 
archipelago in general (Rambutan), others 
have been imported from other tropical 
countries, although the origin of many of these 
fruits is disputed.

Banana and Coconut are particularly 
important, not only to Indonesian cuisine, but 
also in other uses, such as timber, furniture, 
bedding, roofing, oil, plates and packaging, 
etc. Here below are some of the fruits that you 
might wish to try, photograph or even cook 
with when on the islands. Take the time to go 
around one of the colourful morning markets, 
where all the belowcan be found.

Banana (Pisang) The banana fruit grow in 
hanging clusters, with up to 20 fruit to a tier 
(called a hand), and 3-20 tiers to a bunch. The 
total of the hanging clusters is known as a 
bunch, or commercially as a "banana stem", 
and can weigh from 3050†kg. The fruit 
averages 125†g, of which approximately 75% 
is water and 25% dry matter content. Each 
individual fruit (known as a banana or 'finger') 
has a protective outer layer (a peel or skin) with 
a fleshy edible inner portion. Bananas are a 
valuable source of Vitamin A, Vitamin B6, 
Vitamin C, and potassium. Bananas are grown 
in 132 countries worldwide, more than any 
other fruit crop.

Coconut (Kelapa)  When the coconut is 
still green, the endosperm inside is thin and 
tender, often eaten as a snack. But the main 
reason to pick the nut at this stage is to drink its 
water; a big nut contains up to one liter. The 
meat in a young coconut is softer and more like 
gelatin than a mature coconut, so much so, that 
it is sometimes known as coconut jelly. When 
the nut has ripened and the outer husk has 
turned brown, a few months later, it will fall 
from the palm of its own accord. At that time 
the endosperm has thickened and hardened, 
while the coconut water has become somewhat 
bitter. Nearly all parts of the coconut palm are 
useful, and the palms have a comparatively 
high yield, up to 75 fruits per year; it therefore 
has significant economic value. The name for 
the coconut palm in Sanskrit is kalpa vriksha, 
which translates as "the tree which provides all 
the necessities of life". In Malay, the coconut is 
known as pokok seribu guna, "the tree of a 
thousand uses". In the Philippines, the coconut 
is commonly given the title "Tree of Life".

It is not easy to open a coconut, and it is an 
interesting practice to watch, especially if you 
can also be privy to a palm climber who hugs 
the tall tree to the top and cuts down the fruit, as 
fresh as can be. 

Durian (Durian)  Widely known and 
revered in Southeast Asia as the "King of 
Fruits,"[1] the fruit is distinctive for its large 
size, unique odour, and a formidable thorn-
covered husk. The unusual smell of the ripe 
fruit is very strong and penetrating, even when 
the husk of the fruit is still intact. The durian is 
a seasonal fruit, unlike some other non-
seasonal tropical fruits such as the papaya 
which are available throughout the year. The 
unusual flavour and odour of the fruit have 
prompted many people to search for an 
accurate description, with widely divergent 
and passionate views expressed, ranging from 
highly appreciative to deep disgust.

Writing in 1856, the British naturalist 
Alfred Russel Wallace provides a much-
quoted description of the flavour of the durian:

The five cells are silky-white within, and 
are filled with a mass of firm, cream-coloured 
pulp, containing about three seeds each. This 
pulp is the eatable part, and its consistence and 
flavour are indescribable. A rich custard highly 
flavoured with almonds gives the best general 
idea of it, but there are occasional wafts of 
flavour that call to mind cream-cheese, onion-
sauce, sherry-wine, and other incongruous 
dishes. Then there is a rich glutinous 
smoothness in the pulp which nothing else 
possesses, but which adds to its delicacy. It is 
neither acid nor sweet nor juicy; yet it wants 
neither of these qualities, for it is in itself 
perfect. It produces no nausea or other bad 
effect, and the more you eat of it the less you 
feel inclined to stop. In fact, to eat Durians is a 
new sensation worth a voyage to the East to 
experience. ... as producing a food of the most 
exquisite flavour it is unsurpassed.

Wallace cautions that "the smell of the ripe 
fruit is certainly at first disagreeable"; more 
recent descriptions by westerners can be more 
graphic. Travel and food writer Richard 
Sterling says:

“... its odor is best described as pig-s***, 
turpentine and onions, garnished with a gym 
sock. It can be smelled from yards away. 
Despite its great local popularity, the raw fruit 
is forbidden from some establishments such as 
hotels, subways and airports, including public 
transportation in Southeast Asia.

Jackfruit (Nangka/Gudeg) The jackfruit is 
the largest tree borne fruit in the world.The 
sweet yellow sheaths around the seeds are 
about 3-5 mm thick and have a taste similar to 
pineapple but milder and less juicy. Jackfruit is 

commonly used in South and Southeast Asian 
cuisines. It can be eaten unripe (young) or ripe, 
and cooked or uncooked. The seeds can also be 
used in certain recipes. Unripe (young) 
jackfruit can also be eaten whole. Young 
jackfruit has a mild flavour and distinctive 
texture. The cuisines of India, Bangladesh, Sri 
Lanka, Indonesia, and Vietnam use cooked 
young jackfruit. In many cultures, jackfruit is 
boiled and used in curries as a food staple.

Mango (Mangga) The exact origins of the 
mango are unknown, but most believe that it is 
native to Southern and Southeast Asia owing to 
the wide range of genetic diversity in the 
region and fossil records dating back 25 to 30 
million years. Mangoes retain a special 
significance in the culture of South Asia where 
they have been cultivated for millennia. 
Reference to mangoes as the "food of the gods" 
can be found in the Hindu Vedas and the leaves 
are ritually used for floral decorations at Hindu 
marriages and religious ceremonies.

Mangosteen (Manggis) The mangosteen is 
a tropical evergreen tree, believed to have 
originated in the Sunda Islands and the 
Moluccas. The tree grows from 7 to 25 meters 
tall. The rind (exocarp) of the edible fruit is 
deep reddish purple when ripe. Botanically an 
aril, the fragrant edible flesh is sweet and 
creamy, citrusy with some peach flavor. 
Mangosteen is closely related to other edible 
tropical fruits such as button mangosteen and 
lemondrop mangosteen.

Rambutan (Rambutan) The fruit is a round 
to oval drupe 3-6 cm (rarely to 8 cm) long and 
3-4 cm broad, borne in a loose pendant cluster 
of 10-20 together. The leathery skin is reddish 

(rarely orange or yellow), and covered with 
fleshy pliable spines, hence the name 
rambutan, derived from the Malay word 
rambut, which means hairs. The fruit flesh is 
translucent, whitish or very pale pink, with a 
sweet, mildly acidic flavour. The single seed is 
glossy brown, 2-3 cm long, with a white basal 
scar. The seed is soft and crunchy, is edible, 
and may be eaten together with the pulp, 
although most choose to spit it out.

Snake Fruit (Salak) Salak is a species of 
palm tree native to Indonesia and Malaysia. It 
is a very short-stemmed palm, with leaves up 
to 6 m long; each leaf has a 2 m long spiny 
petiole and numerous leaflets. The fruit grow 
in clusters at the base of the palm, and are also 
known as snake fruit due to the reddish-brown 
scaly skin. They are about the size and shape of 
a ripe fig, usually round with a distinct tip, with 
an edible pulp; to peel, pinch the tip of the fruit 
and pull away. The fruit inside consists of three 
lobes, each lobe containing a large inedible 
seed. The lobes look and have the consistency 
of peeled garlic cloves. The taste is usually 
sweet and acidic, but its apple-like texture can 
vary from very dry and crumbly (salak pondoh 
from Yogyakarta) to moist and crunchy (salak 
Bali).

Star Fruit  (Belimbing) The carambola 
fruit, more popularly known as star fruit, but 
also coromandel gooseberry, kamranga, or 
five finger, is a golden-yellow to green berry. 

When cut across it shows a 5-pointed 
(sometimes 6-pointed or 7-pointed) star shape, 
hence the name, "star fruit." Star fruits are 
crunchy, and have a slightly tart, acidic, sweet 
taste, reminiscent of pears, apples, and 
sometimes grapes. The fruits are a good source 
of vitamin C. Its seeds are small and brown. 
They consist of a tough outer skin and a tangy 
white inside.

There are two varieties of star fruit - 
acidulate and sweet. Their narrowly spaced 
ribs can often identify the tart varieties. The 
sweet varieties usually have thick fleshy ribs. 
The fruit starts out green, and goes to yellow as 
it ripens, though it can be eaten in both stages. 

Soursop (Sirsak) Is commonly grown in 
South-East Asia, where it is known as Sirsak 
(Indonesian, from Dutch zuurzak). It is in the 
same genus as the cherimoya and the same 
family as the pawpaw. The Soursop is adapted 
to areas of high humidity and relatively warm 
winters. Comparisons of its flavor range from 
strawberry and pineapple mixed together to 
sour citrus flavour notes contrasting with an 
underlying creamy roundness of flavour 
reminiscent of coconut or banana. The fruit is 
somewhat difficult to eat, as the white interior 
pulp is studded with many large seeds, and 
pockets of soft flesh are bound by fibrous 
membranes. The soursop is therefore usually 
juiced rather than eaten directly.

Fruit And Offerings

Coconut
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Healthy 
Blood Pressure

PEOPLE who do not have high 
blood pressure at age 55 face a 
90% chance of developing high 
blood pressure during their 
lifetime. So this is a condition that 
most people will have at some 
point in their lives. Therefore it's 
advisable to be aware of some 
important things to lower blood 
pressure besides a doctor's 
prescription. 

Blood pressure is the force of 
blood against the walls of arteries. 
Blood pressure rises and falls 
throughout the day. When blood 
pressure stays elevated over time, 
it's called high blood pressure.

The medical term for high blood 
pressure is hypertension. It can be 
dangerous because it makes the 
hea r t  work  too  ha rd  and  
contributes to atherosclerosis 
(hardening of the arteries). It 
increases the risk of heart disease 
and stroke. High blood pressure 
can also result in other conditions, 
such as congestive heart failure, 
kidney disease, and blindness.

How high is high?

A BLOOD pressure level of 
140/90 mmHg or higher is 
considered high. If your blood 
pressure is between 120/80 mmHg 
and 139/89 mmHg, then you have 
pre-hypertension. This means that 
you don't have high blood pressure 
now but are likely to develop it in 
the future unless you adopt the 
healthy lifestyle changes. 

Both numbers in a blood pressure 
test are important, but for people 
who are age 50 or older, systolic 
pressure gives the most accurate 
diagnosis of high blood pressure. 
Systolic pressure is the top number 
in a blood pressure reading. It is 
high if it is 140 mmHg or above.

Modifications you should do:

? Maintain a healthy body 
weight

You can calculate your body mass 
index by dividing your weight in 
kilograms with your height in 
metres squared. For example, if 
you weigh 65 kg, and your height is 
1.78 m, your BMI is 65 divided by 

22.89m  (from 1.78 x 1.78), which 
equals 22.49. The recommended 
BMI is 18.5  24.9 kg/m2.

? Follow a healthy eating plan

DASH is Dietary Approaches to 
Stop Hypertension. Consume a 
diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and 
low fat dairy products with a 
reduced content of saturated and 
total fat.

? Eat foods with less sodium 
(salt)

Reduce dietary sodium intake to = 
100 mmol per day (2.4 g sodium or 
6 g of sodium chloride). 

? Be physically active

Engage in regular aerobic physical 
activity, such as brisk walking (at 
least 30 minutes per day, most days 
of the week).

? L i m i t  y o u r  a l c o h o l  
consumption

Men should limit to = 2 drinks per 
day. While women and lighter 
weight persons should limit to = 1 
drink per day. 

(1 drink = 0.5 oz or 15 ml of 
ethanol; e.g. 12 oz beer, 5 oz wine, 
or 1.5 oz 80-proof whiskey.)

? One other important thing to 
remember: Stop Smoking!

How low would it go?

YOU might doubt how effective 
those modifications are. Here is 

what studies show how it affects 
the systolic blood pressure.

? Weight reduction: 5-20 mmHg / 
10 kg weight loss.

? DASH eating plan: 8-14 mmHg

? Dietary sodium reduction: 2-8 
mmHg

? Physical activity: 4-9 mmHg

? M o d e r a t i o n  o f  a l c o h o l  
consumption: 2-4 mmHg

How low should you go?

THE target for a healthy blood 
pressure is

? < 130/80 mmHg for people with 
hypertension and diabetes and 
renal disease.

? < 140/90 mmHg for other 
hypertensive persons.

What are the benefits?

A GOOD and maintained blood 
pressure  (with or  without  
medicine) has been associated 
with:

? 35-40% reduction in stroke 
incidence

? 2 0 - 2 5 %  r e d u c t i o n  i n  
myocardial infarction 

? more than 50% reduction in 
heart failure

The key of success for maintaining 
healthy blood pressure is your self 
will power to stick to the plan and 
good teamwork with your doctor. 
To achieve an optimal blood 
pressure, your doctor also might 
prescribe you antihypertensive 
medicines and suggest you see a 
dietitian. 

For more detailed information 
about lowering your blood 
pressure, you can visit this 
website: www.nhlbi.nih.gov/hbp/

A STEP BACK
by pb Fisher

CHAPTER 11

The Prophet 'you rarely find what you truly seek without a fight'

Bali, Indonesia, 1998.

pb Fisher quit as a lawyer and is finishing his PhD at Univ of California, Irvine working on Global Environment 
Politics and Law. He is working on Law and Politics of Climate Change right now. He is interested in exploring 
equitable and just mechanisms to underpin the global climate policy, particularly for vulnerable communities. 
He's  recently been in the Arctic (with the Inuit) and most recently in Tuvalu (and Fiji) working on the same 
issues. He teaches classes at the University on International Environmental Law, International Relations 
(Global Politics), Politics of Climate Change, and a new course called Environmental Justice.

by BIMC Hospital

I WAS suddenly jolted awake and 

popped straight up in the bed to the 

darkness all around me. I had no 

clue what time it was, and I was 

disoriented as I struggled to fathom 

where I was, indeed even what 

country we were even in. As I 

listlessly crawled from the sweat-

soaked sheets the only sound was 

the whirl of the fan above me; 

everything seemed quiet and 

peaceful. An eerie stillness hung in 

the room, somehow it pervaded my 

b e i n g  a n d  y e t  i t  w a s n ' t  

uncomfortable. As I silently groped 

my way through the blackness of the 

room and reached for the door, I 

smacked my foot on a chair. In that 

instant, as I let out a muffled cry I 

was consumed with the strange 

feeling that I knew exactly who stole 

our belongings. Somehow, I felt it.

"That son-of-a-bitch," I kept 

repeating to myself as I hopped out 

of the bungalow on one foot to the 

wicker chair on the deck. Even as I 

rubbed my throbbing foot, the cool 

salty air swept over my sweaty body 

and I felt remarkably refreshed. It 

was highly symbolic for I then 

distinctly recalled an Indonesian 

man on a motorbike who had 

approached us along the roadside as 

we stopped to figure out the correct 

direction to our destination. It was in 

the town of Celcuk (cell-chuck), a 

short distance before the now 

infamous town of Sukawati. The 

conversation now flowed through 

my mind, I could recall every word 

with poignancy, and I immediately 

slapped myself in the forehead for 

being so stupid.

He had asked where we were 

going and tried to offer assistance. 

We responded however with 

vagueness ,  fee l ing  s l ight ly  

uncomfortable with such direct 

inquiries--it wasn't him so much as 

traveling has taught us to distrust 

people until proven wrong. I knew 

now that he was the one who stole 

our stuff, he must have followed us 

from that point to Sukawati. Not 

only was it logical, but I felt it as 

some penetrating "truth." I don't 

really know if I believe in the "truth" 

of such things, but I certainly felt it 

in this mystical place, this Bali. In 

that same moment, another "strange 

feeling" swept through my body, 

and nudged up to my ear and 

whispered that we needed to go back 

to that same point. We needed to go 

back to Celcuk. Startled by this 

intense "feeling," one I've never 

before felt, I searched for its origin, 

an explanation, anything that would 

clarify what was transpiring within. 

I t  was  indeed  beyond  my 

comprehension, a "feeling," a 

discernible, almost palpable 

sensation of what needed to happen. 

Was this a new form of personal 

"intuition" or was it the tug of 

"fate?"

Was the mystical "Red Rock" 

calling forth from the depths of the 

rusty-colored sands?

I had no idea, but this "feeling" 

l ingered  and  consumed.  I t  

penetrated my every thought and 

rang through my mind as if it was a 

simple "truth," and in my mind, it 

certainly seemed to be a rock-solid 

fact. In the morning, I told Bren 

about this strange "feeling" and 

oddly, I was actually filled with 

passion about returning to CelcukI 

had little doubt what we needed to 

do. Bren, however, didn't know 

what to do or what to say, she was 

clearly skeptical, not of me or even 

the "feeling," merely about 

returning to this same spot and what 

it would actually accomplish. It did 

seem extremely illogical, but 

nevertheless, she appeased me and 

we rented the same vehicle bound 

for the same spot in Celcuk.

"I think we need to get out and 

walk around," I said upon arriving at 

the identical location where we 

encountered the overly helpful man 

the day before.

"Walk around where?" Bren 

asked with a bit of disbelief.

"I don't know, let's just walk 

around the town, I have a feeling 

that we should do this...really," I 

sternly replied.

"We're just supposed to walk 

aimlessly around town and for 

what?"

"I don't really know, maybe they 

threw out the bag here; maybe the 

guy on the motorbike is from here," 

I said, "C'mon babe, don't make me 

feel bad about this, I've never felt 

this way before"

"I know Bri, you're right, but 

really, this seems ridiculous."

"You don't have to convince me. I 

know it's all just a wildly remote 

shot and I was most likely in some 

delusional state last night, but I 

know my mind won't rest until we at 

least look around here," and I 

passionately added, "Bren, the 

damn thing jolted me awake in the 

middle of the night!"

"Okay, okay," she said rubbing 

my back, "let's go scour this little 

town."

We each took a side of the main 

street and began walking along the 

berm of the road peering into the 

ditches on either side, searching for 

something, anything. I had only 

walked about 100 yards, however, 

when I stopped in front of an 

Antique store. I just stood looking at 

it.

Bren called out, "Did you find 

something?"

"I don't know, let's go in this 

place and ask if they saw anything 

strange. Might as well ask a few 

questions while we're here," I yelled 

back to Bren on the other side of the 

road.

As she crossed the road she 

already began saying, "Bri, c'mon 

this is absurd, we're not even in the 

town where the stuff was stolen! I 

realize they may have disposed of 

the stuff somewhere, but this is 

really stretching the limits of 

feasibility--that it would be here or 

that any of these people would even 

have a clue about any of this."

"I know; you're probably right, 

this is crazy," I said as I began to turn 

back toward the Suzuki.

We both began walking back to 

the Suzuki, when I exclaimed, 

"Wait, let's do this. Why don't we 

spend the rest of the morning 

looking around here, then go to the 

police station again in Sukawati to 

see if anything has turned up, if it's 

zilch on both accounts, we'll just go 

back to Kuta."

"Alright, I know this is really 

going to eat at you unless we do 

something," Bren reluctantly 

offered, "but are you sure if we do 

this and nothing turns up, you're 

going to be okay with leaving it 

alone."

"Yeah, I think so, at least I'll 

know we tried," I ventured walking 

quickly toward the Antique store.

We made our way into the store 

and requested to speak with the 

owner.

A man of obvious European 

extraction approached and after 

hearing our rather loose account of 

the theft, stood before us staring 

incredulously.

"Excuse me a moment," he then 

said with an odd shake of his head 

and his eyes still peeled to our faces 

in disbelief, and he briskly walked 

to the back of the store.

"Don't go anywhere," he yelled 

from the back.

I looked at Bren who returned my 

look of confusion.

"Did I say something offensive?" 

I quickly asked Bren.

"I don't think so; if you did, I 

don't have a clue what it coulda 

been..."

We just stood waiting in silence.

Finally, he returned but now with 

a woman of possibly Indonesian 

descent by his side. We all 

introduced ourselves and they asked 

us to come in and have a seat at the 

nearby table. It had a mysterious 

appeal to it; they acted as if they 

knew something, and so we eagerly 

joined them at the table. Actually, 

there was a buzz of excitement, an 

air of anticipation that floated with 

every spoken word. Vivian and 

William were the couple before us, 

and they actually ran the store. He 

was from Belgium and she from 

Singapore. They explained that only 

10 days earlier they had sold a very 

expensive item to another American 

couple; however, when the couple 

went out to their rented vehicle to 

retrieve the necessary means of 

payment they realized the vehicle 

had been broken into and their 

belongings ransacked. It was an 

absolute shock for them all, and in 

truth, they both still seemed shaken 

by the whole incident.

"What was it that brought you 

here specifically?" William then 

gently inquired.

"I don't know really, I guess it 

was just a shot in the dark..." I subtly 

offered.

"He had a feeling," Bren jumped 

in with a touch of sarcasm, "one that 

woke him up in the middle of the 

night and told him to return to 

Celcuk!"

William and Vivian turned 

quickly and looked at one another.

"What's going on here?" I 

thought, they definitely knew 

something we didn't. In fact, it was 

obvious.

A  f e w  m o m e n t s  o f  

uncomfortable silence passed when 

William finally spoke, "Well, we 

should tell you that we have not 

been back to this store since the theft 

10 days ago."

"Yeah so," I thought.

Continue to Page 17
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IDUL Fitri was celebrated on the 13th October 
this year, to mark the end of the Muslim 
religious fasting month of Ramadan. At least 
one week before the end of the fasting month, a 
special night was held called “Maleman” when 
families made a light called “dile jojor”. Dile 
jojor is made from a special fruit called 
“jamplong” and is mixed with kapok and 
kerosene. This light was put in each corner of the 
house and under the fruit trees. It is believed to 
welcome in 'Lailatur Qadar' (positive energy). 
After praying at the mosque they also lit 
traditional lighting known as “Obor”. It is made 
from bamboo, which is filled with kerosene and 
has sumbu, or a wick, at the top of the bamboo. 
On this night there was an Obor competition; the 
participants were one village group against 
another village group.  The winner was the 
group who performed the biggest lighting. This 
special night also gave everyone the possibility, 
especially the rich, to share 2.5% of their money 
with other people, especially the poor. Normally 
the rich give their money to a steering 
committee, via the mosque, for charity.

On the first day after the fasting month (one 
syawal) on the Moslem calendar is the Idul Fitri 
or “Lebaran” celebration. On the night before 
Lebaran “Pawai Takbiran” was performed that 
is a special carnival to welcome Lebaran on 
various levels; including the village, the district, 
the regency or the city. All the participants of 
this carnival wore Moslem costumes. Each 
group of participants brought a caricature of 
their mosque decorated by very attractive 
lighting, including traditional lighting. 

From 7- 8 am the next day, was “Shalat Idil 
fitri” that was praying together at the mosque. 

Idul Fitri Celebrations

Before conducting Shalat Idil Fitri every 
Moslem (no exceptions this time) had to share 
2.5 kg of rice or money equal to the cost of the 
rice with other people. This is believed to 
cleanse the body and soul from sin. 
After prayers everyone shook hands and 
apologized to each other for any wrong doings 
they had committed in the past. From the 
Mosque everyone visited their family graves 
and prayed. After getting home they prepared 
food, a Lebaran menu, that welcomed their 
family and friends who may have been staying 

in another village. The most popular food, 
especially identified with this special day is “ 
Tape Ketan ”. This dish is made from soft white 
rice, steamed with grated coconut, which is 
mashed. It can be served with other soft white 
rice that is steamed with daun sagar (a fresh 
herb) and mixed with yeast. It will be ready for 
next two or three days. The first people to visit 
the house at Idul Fitri, are parents then the older 
siblings, or they will meet at their parents' 
house. The next day they visit their friends or 
have fun relaxing on the beach 

“Well, we've only been here a 

few minutes today and planned on 

only spending a half-hour or so 

here; it's been painful to return," 

Vivian followed.

"Wow, certainly quite a  

coincidence," I said.

"I'll say," Bren interjected as we 

both chuckled.

Vivian just looked at us intently.

"I don't think so!" she then 

sharply replied.

"The last time we were here an 

American had their belongings 

stolen, partly because of us. We 

haven't even come close to this 

place in 10 days, and then today we 

return for a mere half-hour when 

you two, another American couple, 

show up completely out of the 

blue...all on some feeling you had," 

she said looking directly at me.

" I  d o n ' t  t h i n k  i t ' s  a n y  

coincidence."

"No, it's no coincidence at all," 

she repeated almost to herself.

Even fully considering my 

unexplained "feeling," this seemed 

a bit much.

"Well, I'm not quite sure" I was 

saying when Vivian quickly 

interjected, "There's more."

I suddenly had the urge to get up 

and leave; it was so odd I really 

wasn't sure I wanted to hear more, 

and it seemed that it was only going 

to become more strange with each 

passing word. My curiosity and 

pride in being open-minded, 

however, got the best of me and I 

resisted this growing urge. Bren, 

probably feeling the same way and 

instinctively grabbed my hand and 

squeezed it tight underneath the 

table.

"Because I felt so bad for these 

two Americans I went to see a 

clairvoyant on their behalf, in 

hopes of learning more about the 

incident," Vivian began telling us, 

"that's what we do here for insight 

into these type matters," she 

explained sensing our hesitation of 

belief.

"I am with you," William said 

A STEP BACK
Continued from Page 16

looking at Bren and I seeing our 

obvious skepticism.

"I know exactly how you must 

feel about this, but after going 

several times myself it has 

provided some immensely helpful 

insights into the personal matters 

of my life, and believe me, I was as 

shocked as anyone."

Neither Bren nor I said a word. 

We continued to stare at them 

intently, completely rapt in this 

engaging, almost unbelievable, 

moment.

"The problem was that after I 

went to see her, the American 

couple had left Bali. They had 

checked out of their hotel and I was 

never able to help them with the 

information," Vivian said with a 

sigh.

"Now you two,  another  

American couple, come along with 

the same problem."

"It's amazing, isn't it William?" 

Vivian said clearly bubbling with 

excitement.

I didn't know what to think. My 

emotions were certainly stirred by 

their vivacity, but I was no where 

near ready to make a commitment 

to the forces of the unseen 

intentionally bringing us all 

together. In fact, I knew at that 

moment the only thing preventing 

me from getting up and politely 

dismissing myself from the store 

was the weird "feeling" in the 

middle of the night that brought me 

here in the first place. I thought 

back about the reuniting with Jay 

and Lisa, and how I didn't believe 

in the coincidence of that strange 

odds-defying meeting. Now this, 

was it that much different?

"Was it possible?" I thought as I 

decided to stay put.

"So, what do you guys think?" 

William genuinely inquired.

"Honestly, I don't really know, 

that certainly is an interesting 

story," I said with obvious doubt.

Vivian wasted no time, as she 

powerfully declared, "You must go 

to the clairvoyant yourself!"

Bren squeezed my hand, hard. I 

felt it difficult to breathe and began 

taking long, drawn breaths as a sign 

of my discomfort.

After realizing that she was 

completely sincere about the 

clairvoyant, I went back and forth...I 

desperately wanted by journal back 

and would take just about any path to 

gain  some ins ight  in to  i t s  

whereabouts, but this seemed 

completely over the top. I had never 

done anything like this before, 

seeing a clairvoyant. I've never even 

had my palm read, but without a 

doubt, the idea was intriguing. Back 

and forth I went further jostling the 

thought around in my head.

"What do you think, babe?" I 

asked Bren.

"Wow. It couldn't hurt, that's for 

sure," she replied, "and you did have 

that feeling, which is really freakin' 

me out now."

"Okay, why not?" I  said 

unconvincingly to Vivian.

She immediately jumped from 

her chair and soared into the back to 

make the appropriate plans, while 

William tried comforting us about 

seeing the clairvoyant. After calling, 

Vivian explained that the lady is 

usually swamped with people on her 

reading days, yet because of the 

sensitive nature of our situation she 

agreed to see us on her day off, 

tomorrow. Clearly, this had become 

a mission for Vivian, she felt that this 

was her opportunity for redemption, 

to atone for the theft outside their 

store. To her, it was divinely 

designed. She even graciously 

offered to drive us to the 

clairvoyant's house and translate the 

information. She felt strongly, in 

fact, she insisted about being 

involved in the process. There was 

no way she was permitting this 

heavenly created connection to 

dissipate without a "proper" 

resolution.
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This article is sponsored by The Department 
of Tourism, Arts and Culture, Central Lombok.

Targeting Middle Eastern Investors 

to Invest in Bumi Tastura
THE Regional Government of Central 

Lombok has continuously been pushing and 
increasing the development of the area of 
central Lombok. Within the framework of 
developing its work area, there have been 
several main agendas, which hopefully will 
become the driving factor of the 
development. Among others are the New 
Lombok International Airport (BIL), 
Nusantara Fishery Harbour (PPN) and the 
L o m b o k  To u r i s m  D e v e l o p m e n t  
Coorperation (LTDC) by Emaar properties 
from Dubai of the Arab Emirates.

In particular, BIL and PPN, have both 
been commenced, whereas Emaar 
Properties has passed the MOU stage and 
has followed up with surveys; a preparatory 
survey which comprises topography, 
biometry and titles surveys. This survey is 
conducted as an initial preparation for actual 
realization of Emaar in Central Lombok.

In term of Emaar's planning to develop 
and take over the LTDC area, the local 
government of Central Lombok must 
actively conduct its role to make sure that 
Emaar Properties actually realizes its plan. 
This is to enable Emaar to get full support 
from all components of the community.

In regards of the planned presence of 
Emaar Properties in the Central Lombok 
area, the local government has tried to 
develop an intensive communication with 
Emaar. Fortunately, the local government's 
initiative has had a positive response by 
Emaar Properties,  which was followed by 
their willingness to welcome the Central 
Lombok Government's envoys visit in 
Dubai, Arab Emirates.

In response to the willingness of Emaar 
Properties to welcome Central Lombok 
Government's envoys on September 22nd to 

October 3rd, the Regent of Central Lombok 
and the speaker of the house of 
representatives with their entourage, had a 
visit to Dubai and held a tourism workshop 
and promotion whilst there.

Participants:

1. H. L. Wiratmadja, Bupati Lombok 
Tengah
2. Drs. H. Ahsan Husain, Ketua DPRD
3. Drs. L. Hajar Asmara, Ketua Bappeda
4. Drh. Haji Abdul Samad, Kadis Pariwisata
5. Ir. H. L. Mustajap, Kadis Hut Bun
6. Drs. H. L. Idham Halid, Kabag. Umum
7. Ibu B. Risma Widuri.

The objectives of the visit were as follows:
1.To build an intensive communication 
between Central Lombok Government's 
and Emaar Properties.
2.To create a mutual trust and appreciation 
in conjunction with the Emaar. Properties 
plan to invest in the tourism sector of 
Central Lombok.
3.To promote tourist objectives in Central 
Lombok.

The  r e su l t s  o f  Cen t r a l  Lombok  
Government's visits to Dubai were:
1.The Central Lombok Government can 
directly observe the performance of Emaar 
Properties in terms of the tourism sector.
2.Establishing a new cooperative 
relationship between a candidate investor 
from Mecca, namely A- Ayan International 
Commercial  and Central  Lombok 
Government. A- Ayan International 
Commercial is represented by Mr. Ahmed 
Amer Asd Sufyani and the Central Lombok 
Government is represented by Dr. Fahmi, a 
Mecca resident that originally came from 
Central Lombok.

The follow up of the workshop will be at the 

latest at the end of October, it will open with 
a representative office of Emaar Properties 
in Jakarta, and it will be the 17th office of 
Emaar Properties outside of Dubai. To 
follow up the relationship with A  Ayan 
International, its representative will have a 
visit to Lombok in mid October and to 
follow up, the Central Lombok Government 
will assist and facilitate in conjunction with 
any surveys, and to ensure a conducive and 
secure atmosphere, with the importance on 
preparing qualified human resources, 
especially in the tourism sector.
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IN the last month these are the 
more note worthy stories, of 
reputable source from our media 
friend out in the hub of it all, Lew 
Irwin of Los Angeles, USA. 

Lew Irwin has had a hand in 
nearly every facet of news and 
information broadcasting. His 
career in journalism began in high 
school at The Los Angeles Times 
where he researched a sports trivia 
c o l u m n .  W h i l e  s t i l l  a n  
undergraduate at USC, he tried his 
hand at news announcing and soon 
was hosting News Today, a 
nationally syndicated radio 
p r o g r a m  w h o s e  r e g u l a r  
contributors included Eleanor 
R o o s e v e l t  a n d  l e g e n d a r y  
commentator H. V. Kaltenborn.

For the next fifteen years, Irwin's 
was a familiar face and voice in 
Southern California as he anchored 
television news programs or 
directed the news operations of 
leading radio stations, always 
adding his hallmark -- a flair for 
humor and for pointing out the 
extraordinary. In 1968, he 
p roduced  and  hos ted  The  
Credibility Gap on Los Angeles 
radio station KRLA, which 
integrated topical satire and music 
with the news. Time and Newsweek 
wrote full-page articles about it, 
and it was featured in a long 
segment on the CBS Evening News 
with Walter Cronkite.

   Following that, Irwin produced 
and hosted more than a half dozen 
syndicated radio series, including, 
from 1972-1985, Earth News 
R a d i o ,  w h i c h  l a u n c h e d  
independent, bartered syndicated 
radio.

He currently is the publisher/editor 
o f  S t u d i o  B r i e f i n g ,  t h e  
entertainment industry's leading 
daily newsletter. Notably, in 1995, 
he wrote SINATRA: The Pictorial 
Biography, published by Running 
Press.

Contact Lew Irwin at:

P.O. Box 69615 Los Angeles, CA 
90069-0615        
E-Mail: studio@usa.net

The Times gives hearty thanks to 
Lee Irwin at StudioBriefing.

Paramount To Pay 
DreamWorks Added Respect

In an apparent effort to smooth 
r u f f l e d  f e a t h e r s  a m o n g  
DreamWorks  execut ives ,  
Paramount has agreed to give 
D r e a m Wo r k s  e n h a n c e d  
recognition on its future film 
releases, Daily Variety reported. 
For example, it will state 
p u b l i c l y  t h a t  f u t u r e  
D r e a m Wo r k s  f i l m s  a r e  

THE TIMES TATTLE
THE ENIGMATIC WORLD 

OF SHOWBIZ
distributed by DreamWorks-
Paramount instead of saying 
that they are distributed by 
P a r a m o u n t  a l o n e .  T h e  
designation will first appear in 
connection with this weekend's 
release of The Heartbreak Kid, 
starring Ben Stiller. "It was 
important to DreamWorks 
principals David Geffen and 
Steven Spielberg that things be 
clear in term[s] of the movies 
that are theirs," a Paramount 
executive told the trade 
publication, which commented 
that the "concession indicates 
that Paramount is trying to do 
what it can to save the 
DreamWorks marriage and keep 
Steven Spielberg and David 
Geffen from bolting at the end of 
2008," when their contract 
expires.

Indiana Jones and the 
Mysterious Leaks

On the same day that it was 
announced that Lucasfilm and 
DreamWorks Pictures had 
settled a lawsuit that they had 
brought against an actor in the 
new Indiana Jones movie who 
had revealed some innocuous 
plot information about it, the 
Los Angeles Times reported that 
computers and photographs 
related to the movie had been 
stolen. The Times quoted a 
spokesman for Steven Spielberg 
as saying that the director was 
concerned that the thieves might 
try to sell the material. He 
warned the media that it was 
considered stolen property. 
Meanwhile, the studio declined 
to  provide terms of  i ts  
settlement with Tyler Nelson, 
who appears briefly in Indiana 
Jones and the Kingdom of the 
Crystal Skull and who, breaking 
a non-disclosure agreement, 
discussed his experience on the 
set of the movie with his 
hometown newspaper  in  
Oklahoma -- a story that was 
picked up by other newspapers, 
including the New York Post.

'Sex and the City' Spoilers 
Appear
Fans of Sex and the City have 

posted spoilers related to the 
upcoming movie version of the 
series after spotting location 
filming in New York City. "Fans 
are advised to stop reading now 
if they want to be kept in the 
dark," read a report in the New 
Z e a l a n d  H e r a l d . S e v e r a l  
websites and blogs carried 
pictures of Sarah Jessica Parker 
in a wedding dress taken at St. 
Patrick's Cathedral Tuesday. 
(Her character, Carrie, is 
presumably marrying Mr. Big, 
played by Chris Noth, in the 
movie.) Other blogs noted that 
Kristin Davis was spotted 
during location filming at the 
Italian restaurant Lumi wearing 
a large prosthetic device to 
make her appear pregnant.

Hong Kong Government To 
Help Back Movies
Hoping to revitalize its once 

dynamic movie industry, the 
government of Hong Kong 
announced that it is setting up a 
$39-million fund to back small 
and medium-budget movies. In 

a statement, Hong Kong Film 
D e v e l o p m e n t  C o u n c i l  
Chairman Jack So outlined a 
plan that  would require 
qualifying applicants to be 
established Hong Kong film 
companies that have already 
p r o d u c e d  a t  l e a s t  t w o  
commercial features during the 
past 10 years and who have 
secured other investment 
sources for their films. The 
Council will also assess whether 
the films have a reasonable 
chance for box-office success. 
"We don't want movies with no 
audience. We want productions 
that will sell,"director Gordon 
Chan, a member of the Council, 
told the Hong Kong Post.

Nokia Signs More Content 
Deals
Nokia, the Finnish cellphone 

manufacturer, announced that it 
has signed content deals with a 
number of media firms to 
provide videos for its Nokia N-
Series handheld devices. Sony 
Pictures and CNN are two of the 
companies signing on, with the 
cable news network providing 
news clips and Sony providing 
feature films.

ABC To Set Up One-Person 
Bureaus in Asia and Africa

ABC News, which has been 
shutting down many of its 
bureaus in Asia and Africa in 
recent years, said that it plans to 
open one-person bureaus in 
several countries. Each person 
assigned to the bureaus would 
essentially become a producer-
reporter-cameraman whose 
work will be featured on both 
ABC broadcast and Internet 
outlets, the network indicated. 
In an interview with the 
Hollywood Reporter, ABC 
News President David Westin 
said, "Technology now makes it 
possible for us to have bureaus 
without a receptionist, three edit 
suites and studio cameras and so 
on." The mini-bureaus will 
reportedly be located in Seoul; 
Rio de Janeiro; Dubai; New 
Delhi and Mumbai, India; 
Jakarta, Indonesia; and Nairobi, 
Kenya.

Philippine Officials Angered 
Over 'Housewives' Remark

The government of the Philippines 
is likely to demand an apology 
from ABC for a put-down of the 
country's medical professionals 
on the season premiere of 
Desperate Housewives. In one 
of the scenes the character 
played by Teri Hatcher asks to 
see a doctor's diplomas "to make 
sure that they're not from some 
med school in the Philippines." 
In fact, thousands of Filipino-
trained medical professionals 
work in the U.S. and are 
required to undergo the same 
rigorous testing for licensing 
and perform the same residency 
requirements as those trained in 
the U.S. Meeting with reporters 
in Manila, Eduardo Ermita, 
executive secretary of the 
Philippines, commented, "On 
the face of it, we can look at it as 
a racial slur ... considering the 
number  o f  ou r  med ica l  
professionals in the U.S.”

WHAT'S 
COLOR GOT 
TO DO WITH IT?

C
OLOR is an amazing stimulator of your 
senses. The colors you choose for your 
environment are very important indeed! Not 

only can you use color to “lighten up” a dark room or to 
make a small room feel bigger, but it is also believed to 
effect the energy system throughout our body called 
Chakras.   Chakras and their  related colors are 
systems of energy fields which have been developed 
and refined over thousands of years in the East.  There 
are 7 Chakras located in your body and the following 
colors are associated with them. I personally have 
chosen colors for my home and office based off of this 
ancient study.

RED
Red is the color of the Root Chakra located at the base 
of the spine.
Red stimulates circulation and the autonomic nervous 
system.  It is the color of warmth, love, passion and 
vitality. If overused, it can create irritation and 
excitement.
Healing uses:  Depression, Lower Back Pain, 
Infertility
Attributes:        Stability, Commitment, Passion, 
Sexuality, Ambition, Manifestation

ORANGE
Orange is the color of the Sacral Chakra located 
between the pubic bone and the navel.
Orange is the color of physical vitality and life energy. 
This Chakra controls the free flow of emotion and 
allows people to express themselves. It also links 
people to creativity, well being, abundance and 
pleasure from physical sensations.
Healing uses: Exhaustion, Menstrual cramps, Mood 
shifts
Attributes:       Desire, Pleasure, Emotion, Sexual 
satisfaction, Prosperity

GOLD 
Gold or yellow is the color of the Solar Plexus Chakra 
located underneath the diaphragm, directly below the 
sternum.
Gold is the color of knowing and illumination. It helps 
people to unwind.  This Chakra governs personal 
power, self worth, decision making and insight.

Healing uses: Mood elevation, Digestion, Dispelling 
fears
Attributes:        Intelligence, Balance, Nourishment, 
Personal power, Self confidence

GREEN
Green or Pink is the color of the Heart Chakra located 
to the right of the physical heart. 
Green is a color that helps people feel better in 
physical health as well as spirit. It acts as a purifier and 
signifies renewal. It soothes the mind and brings a 
sense of peace and balance of energy. This Chakra 
stimulates the sense of touch and feeling.  It also 
relates to love, unity, compassion and joy.
Healing Uses: Loneliness, Emotional stability, 
Harmony, Soothing nerves and spirit
Attributes:        Love of self and others, Healing, 
Adaptability, Innocence, Generosity

TORQUISE 
Turquoise or Pale Blue is the color of the Throat 
Chakra.
Turquoise combines the color of heaven with the color 
of the earth. It is related to expression and creativity. 
This Chakra energizes vocal expression and is the 
bridge between the spirit heart and the mind.
Healing Uses: Promoting creativity, Sleep, 
Headaches, Vitality
Attributes:        Communication, Spirituality, 
Truthfulness, Artistry, Independence

BLUE
Blue is the color of the Brow Chakra and is located 
behind the nose at the level of the eyebrow.
Blue is the most used color in the world. It is soothing 
and tranquilizing to most people. It is the color of 
universal healing. It is a good color to deflect 
aggression or violence.  This Chakra helps a person 
master personal and spiritual growth.  It also governs 
intelligence and wisdom.
Healing Uses:  Clarity, Relaxing agitated people, 
releasing negative mind patterns
Attributes      :   Intuition, Wisdom, Perception, 
Spirituality, Empathy

PURPLE
Purple is the color of the Crown Chakra located at the 
top of the head.
Purple can relax and calm people. It is a color related to 
power.  This Chakra represents the most purified level 
of energy in the human energy system. It is the center 
of spirituality, refinement and beauty. It affects the 
nervous and muscular system and skin.
Healing Uses: Mental disorders, Alcoholism, Skin 
problems
Attributes       : Peace, Beauty, Faith, Spirituality, 
Service

So next time you are decorating, think of the above and 
choose your colours. You may have already been 
aware of feeling certain emotions in certain 
environments, perhaps due to the mood and colour of 
the surroundings.
Colour your world!
Reference: Healing with the Energy of the Chakras, 
Ambika Wauters, 1998, The Crossing Press Freedom, 

Buddha
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THE TIMES TRAVEL

THE LOST GUIDE TO LOMBOK & BALI
by Michael Canada

LOMBOK

BALI

BALI-LOMBOK'S BEST AND WORST
IF Bali is Bugs Bunny then Lombok is 
definitely Daffy Duck. Honestly Lombok 
is better for what it lacks. But westerners 
generally want more, so Bali gets the 
tourists. Lombok gets less. That's just the 
way it is. Actually the director of tourism 
for Lombok was quoted in the local press 
blaming Lombok's low numbers on the 
Sasak people's darker skin tone. No 
degreee for this guy.

Firstly let me lay on you two small 
words that will change your life in Bali 
Lombok; SUDAH PUNYAH (sooda 
poonyah) literally translated they mean 
already have (hatever it is you are selling, 
dude)

Indonesia is the third world… bare this 
in mind whenever you get frustrated with 
the relentless hawkers. Half the people on 
Bali don't even have running water and 
even less in Lombok. And most of the 
people trying to sell you stuff dropped out 
of school in the 6th grade. So employ a 
little latitude when judging the poor 
sellers who are just trying to put some 
food on the table. Smile. Make a game out 
of it.

The government has never bothered to 
educate the frontlines of the tourist trade 
so understand the dynamics at work here. 
It's carnival culture. And you are the main 
attraction.

Back to the language lesson. Most 
words are emphasized at the back of the 
word so in pronouncing it becomes 
sooDAH poonYAH. Hands should be 
held high in the air for maximum effect. 
And as repetition is utilized for greater 
emphasis a more effective modified and 
even more local delivery would go “ 
sudah sudah sudah “. Hands up and keep 
walking. I have enlightened a great many 
tamu (tourists) in this exact regard and the 
results are amazing. The locals figure 
you're an expat or at least experienced 
enough to know those two very important 
words and generally let you go in hopes of 
netting a less fluent fish. Sudah.

Trying to nail a good destination armed 
with only a guidebook and a mediocre top 
map can be a fairly challenging under-
taking. Every day in paradise is precious 
so the pressure to not waste time on 
unworthy destinations is great. Between 
highlights gleened from other travellers 
and tips from guidebook writers who may 
or may not be of similar travel tastes, you 
must choose wisely those destinations 
that deliver maximum enjoyment. 

The following is an overview of my 
recommendations to visit on the twin 
islands. These picks are based on physical 
geography, … the tourist attraction itself, 
the people surrounding said destination 
and cool factor in not being on most 
people's itineraries. In short there are 
places worth visiting and places that don't 
deserve your attendance because they are 
simply a waste of your precious travel 
time. 

First. Bali's Worst.

TANAH LOT TEMPLE 

THEY should just change the name to 
Sell a Lot… cause that's what they do… 
another Bali money grab. Bali's most 
visited site is hardly more than a token 
temple on a not very exemplary rock 
outcropping… you cannot enter the 
temple in fact there isn't even a religious 
feeling of any kind… the site is so so and 
the real downer is there are about a 
million t-shirts and penis bottle openers 
for sale… in short; another Bali money 
grab. Avoid it like the plague… two 
thumbs way down. 

LOVINA

HOOKERS, Mushrooms, Gigolos and 
Dolphins… The beach sucks and the 
sellers are relentless… although good 
fishing… just don't hook Flipper. Skip it.

PADANG BAY (ferry port to and from 
Lombok)

USED to be Hippy Dippy… now it's just 
Hurty Dirty… beware of the parking lot 
mafia… don't let them touch your bags or 
you pay big time… the police are in on it. 
Buy your tickets only from the ticket 
windows. Black Magic and excellent 
religious ceremony are the cultural 
highlights… a good place to pass through. 
And if the police pull you over when you 
reach Lombok, don't stop, just keep 
drivin'. You'll pay anyway.

CANDI DASA

THIS used to be the best beach in east 
Bali… the government allowed the 
removal of all the coral reef and voila… 
ghost town… can get good food; good 
temple: don't miss Ida's Bungalows on the 
main road.

SANUR

BALI'S most geriatric destination… 
pretty pointless place although some 
decent restaurants… center of Black 
Magic… also home to some 3 000 
prostitutes… I'm glovin' it.

WORST LOMBOK

LEMBAR HARBOUR. (port of entry 
for Bali ferry)  Shady operators abound. 
Keep your guard up. Dodgy police. Good 
place to get out of. Great Lombok 
cooking at the warungs at the east side of 
parking.

MATARAM

Good place to get a Big Mac and some 
fries, otherwise?

SEN GIGI

ANOTHER forgotten Indonesian tourist 
town. Pretty pointless in general although 
can dance and drink at the discoteque. 
Internet, bank machines and great satay 
on the beach in the afternoon.  Best deal 
on rooms at the Bukit Hotel. Keep movin'.

BEST LOMBOK

GILI ISLANDS (Gili means island in 
Sasak language)

IF Lombok was Mexico the Gili's would 
be Cancun… minus the motor vehicles. 
No motor-bikes or cars to spoil these fine 
sandy islands. Horse and buggy is the 
only locomotion making the Gili 
experience the highlight of many a 
holiday. Snorkeling and diving are the 
only things to do aside from sunbathing 
and bare foot strolling. You will find some 
of the funkiest beachside restaurants 
anywhere in Indonesia, fresh fish galore 
and accommodations for every budget. 
Lock up your goods! And be very careful 
when you deal with Bob Marley… 
Babylon is everywhere. Crystal meth has 
hit the place like a tsunami so watch out 
for those junkies.  

Best bet to get there is the Perama 
Boat. Perama office in Kuta, Bali or 
Ubud, or Senggigi, Lombok. Ahoy! 
Safest tour operator in Indo.

KUTA LOMBOK

A B S O L U T E LY a m a z i n g .  Wi l d  
windswept beach-front surfer town way 
off the beaten track. Located on the 
dramatic south coast. Altho reminiscent 
of the good old days you here about from 
Bali's early years, Kuta Lombok is 
nothing like Kuta Bali. Water buffalo are 
omnipresent along the miles and miles of 
weaving coastal roads that snake east and 
west along some of the finest beaches 
anywhere boasting incomparable hill top 
views of the sparkling azure waters.

Accommodation ranges from $5 US 
up to $100 at the 4 star Novotel whose 
breakfast buffet alone is worth spending a 
night. Otherwise hotels are fairly average, 
the Surfers Inn offering the best for the 
money. 

Thievery is rife. Horror stories abound 
of machete attacks on country roads and 
they are unfortunately true. Lock your 
things in the hotel's safety box or it will be 
gone. Women should not travel alone. The 
food is so so. And the people while 
extremely traditional Muslim are very 
sweet except for the motorcycle mafia on 
the main road. You almost have to rent 
your bike from these guys so just be 
careful. Make sure you specify 24 hours 

or you'll get hit with the 12 hour clause. 
Time goes slowly here.

EKAS BAY

EVEN further out, Ekas is a giant bay that 
offers some world-class surfing in an 
amazing seascape. There is nothing here 
but peace. A great, if a little pricey, hotel 
named Top of the World is perched high 
atop a cliff offers alarming views all the 
way to Java.

MOUNT RINJANI

A VERY serious mountain walk. It takes 
two days to reach the summit and is 
freezing up there. One of Indo's best. 
Check you guidebook for details.

COW MARKET

Just outside of Praya close to Kuta this old 
time cow market is like stepping back in 
time… way back.  Every Saturday.

AMPANAN

FOR serious local food lovers only. 
Lombok is famous for spicy food. One 
restaurant in particular is pretty difficult 
to find but well worth it.

When you reach the round about with 
the giant anchor, park on the north-east 
side. Enter the tiny gangs and ask for the 
Warung Nasi Campur. If you find it you 
will know. Order one of everything.

BALI'S BEST

UBUD

A SIXTY minute drive from Kuta, Ubud 
is easily Bali's number one attraction and 
probably the most visited tourist 
destination in Indonesia. Famous as the 
seat of creativity and royalty, now a nicely 
homogenized mix of Balinese art, 
religion, spa culture, fresh baked goods, 
yoga, tasty restaurant fare and more 
broadband than you can shake a memory 
stick at. Ubud has something for almost 
everyone.

Prior to white man's arrival there was 
no art for art's sake. Painting, sculpture, 
dance and chanting, rather formed the 
aural and visual components of the 
omnipresent religion.

M e a s u r i n g  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  3  
kilometers by 3 kilometers Ubud is easily 
manageable on foot but beware the dread 
sidewalks with their leg breaking holes. 
Hundreds of galleries showing thousands 
of paintings in myriad styles create a 
virtual collide-o-scope of bad art. Check 
the art listings to find the good stuff.

Restaurant-wise it's a toss-up between 
Seminyak and Ubud who rules the food 
court. Suffice to say in Ubud you will 
never need to eat at the same place twice. 
The street food here is so-so but the 
undisputed champion of Babi Guling, 
suckling pig, most important dish on the 
island, can be eaten at the main crossroads 
beside the giant pavilion. Order the basic. 
The special is too much food. Go early 
before the Taiwanese get there.

The monkey forest is not to be missed.

Beware! If you are contemplating a life 
or location change you could easily join 
the ranks of the western transplants who 
finally found a place in the world where 
they actually belong. Many have. Cost of 
an apartment is about $300 per month.

Crime is on the rise! Don't think 
because it's Bali that they don't steal.

Lock it or lose it. Crisis monetary.

KINTIMANI

ANOTHER 60 minutes north of Ubud 
you will find the mountain resort of 
Kintamani, home of Bali's only active 
volcano, Mount Batur, shadowing the 
idyllic Lake Batur. The drive from Ubud 
passes some excellent rice terrace views 

and deep river valleys.

The trek to the top of the volcano is 
about a 3 or 4 hour hike and is governed 
by a local trek-guide union that is difficult 
to circumnavigate. They are pretty 
serious about cash flow so better just use a 
guide and save the hassle. The cost is 
approximately $30 per person and the 
idea is to make the sunrise. You can either 
check in to one of the countless losmen 
that line the foggy lake or wake up at 2:00 
and shoot up from Ubud.

The landscape surrounding the lake is 
strangely beautiful. The water in the lake 
is clean and cool. The food up there is 6 
out of 10 and the local hawkers and hotel 
promoters are some of Bali's most 
aggressive and annoying so keep those 
windows up and remember the magic 
words… soodah poonyah. 

Onward from Kintamani the northern 
decent will take you into Singaraja and 
Lovina. The eastern escape splits taking 
you down a very windy road to the eastern 
coastal road and on to unbelievable Amed 
or southeast into the Sideman region 
where you will find the Besaki Temple, 
Bali's mother temple. Continuing east 
will take you on to Amlapura via some 
very spectacular vistas. Southern 
travelers will find themselves back on the 
south coast highway en route to Denpasar 
area.

SIDEMAN ROAD

LOOK on your map between Klungkung 
and Amlapura. This will be a highlight of 
your tour. If your traveling east to west at 
sundown you will be especially rewarded.

BESAKI TEMPLE

IF you were to see one temple on Bali, this 
Mother Temple would be the one. Built in 
the 1300's this elaborate construction is 
Bali's most important. If you can catch a 
real Hindu ceremony it will blow you 
away. If not it is about a 60-minute tour 
with plenty of money grabbers around 
every corner. The scam here is actually 
the donation box. Bali grossed two billion 
dollars last year. Better give to the poor 
along the roadside. God knows where 
your hard earned goes. 

AMED AND SURROUNDS

FAMOUS for it's excellent snorkeling 
and placidity, Amed on Bali's far eastern 
tip, is a windy-road, bone-dry rustic 
cowboy-fishing village. 

You will find fantastic cliff-top views, 
crystal clear waters and plenty of dive 
operators, the coolest of them all, Father 
John @ ECODIVE. Known island-wide 
as the Steve McQueen of divers John puts 
the cool in ecology. No cash machines, 
sporadic internet connections and even 
still difficult to find a phone, Amed is just 
the greatest. If you don't feel like running 
around, superb snorkeling can be done 
from any beach, no boat required.

Hotel-wise I have only two words. 
Good Karma. Find it.

Food in Amed sits at a steady 7 out of 
10. The new architecture scores 5 out of 
10. Think locally, act locally. Build 
locally!!

Take the south coast mountain road all the 
way to Amlapura…WOW.

THE SECRET BEACH OF EAST 
BALI

I HAVE sworn an oath to the E.N.S.S. 
[EUROPEAN NUDE SUNBATHING 
SOCIETY] to never actually print the 
name of this long standing (no pun 
intended) little known attraction. And 
when you find it you will know why. But 
as your trusted guide and a representative 
of the Balinese people in general, it is my 
obligation to give you some very helpful 
hints in locating it. Now open your 
decoder rings. It lies on the south shore 
between Candi Dasa and Amlapura. It is 

east of Bug Bug and west of Jasri. Good 
Luck. Go in the morning. There is no 
accommodation. There is roasted fish.

WEST BALI

NOTHING of any particular interest 
aside from Medewi, Bali's longest left and 
Balian River, Bali's sharkiest waters. Oh 
ya! And mile after mile of flat empty 
beaches!

Take the smoky Gili Manuk Road west 
an hour passed Tabanan to where the road 
meets the ocean. Take any of the little 
roads that head toward the ocean. Turning 
north off this road will take you into the 
highlands of west Bali and finally into 
Asah Gobleg.

LAKE BRATAN ASAH GOBLEG 
REGENCY 

THE breadbasket of Bali, these 
rainforesty highlands are extrafertile and 
extrabeautiful. Hydranges, poinsettas, 
strawberries, sweet corn, coffee, 
chocolate, and vanilla all thrive here. 
Asah Gobleg regency is a nice change of 
pace and temperature. Nice and cool at 
night. Plenty of accommodation is 
available and the back roads returning to 
Ubud are very interesting.

DENPASAR

THAT'S right, Denpasar. Funky third 
world city, it is bumper to bumper Indo-
chaos. But this is the capital of Bali and 
has some cool features all it's own. I 
recommend parking your wheels and 
flagging a taxi to make it easy. Check out 
the gold market, the fabric market, the all-
night Denpasar Market on Jalan Gajah 
Mada and the animal market on Jalan 
Veteren. The Denpasar cinema, Wisata 
21, runs movies nightly at 6:00 and 8:00. 
Old school. 

SOUTH BALI BUKIT

JUST south of the airport is an area called 
the Bukit which means the hill. The star 
attraction is Ulu Watu for it's superb 
surfing as well as it's magic cliff-top 
temple. Try to catch a local Hindu 
ceremony. Around the corner from Ulu 
Watu is a special beach called Padang 
Padang. Also incredible surfing and a 
good place to get nude and tan. Next on 
the southern route is Dreamland. When 
you get there you will see why they call it 
Dreamland. Located in a controversial 
area that was appropriated by Tommy 
Soeharto, son of the deposed dictator of 
Indonesia. Now the big money guys are 
moving into this area filling it with ugly 
condos and golf courses and lots of shady 
looking security types are everpresent. 
The Bali masterplan will see the 
bulldozing of this amazing beach village 
so that only five star types end up out here. 
Bali. It's my life's savings.

Be extra-careful out here as theft is 
rampant. The story goes that Tommy 
Soeharto poisoned the water so it would 
be easier to steal the land. But it 
apparently backfired and ended up 
turning the locals into cleptomaniacs. He 
still owns this strategic spot but now they 
keep stealing his car.

Next beach over is called Balangan 
and it is even dreamier.

NIGHT MARKETS

AN absolute must for street food foodies. 
The start at 5:00 pm and go til 9:00. 
Bakllis two best are; Gianyar and 
Tabanan.

Of course you can have a good time 
just about anywhere but there are good 
times and then there are better good times. 
I am trying to make sure you experience 
the best. Whatever you do, do not miss 
Lombok! Get Lost! And have fun doing it. 

Michael Canada

pondokpitaya@yahoo.com 081 7978 
4196

Lombok

Bali
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W Bali Marks the Brand's Fourth Retreat & Spa 
in the World and First Property in Indonesia

SINGAPORE - Starwood Hotels & 
Resorts Worldwide, Inc. has announced 
that W Hotels  the world's fastest growing 
luxury hotel brand  will open its first 
property in Indonesia in 2009. W Retreat 
& SpaBali will be the brand's fourth 
retreat in the world, following the award-
winning W Retreat & Spa-Maldives, 
which opened in September 2006, and the 
impending openings of W Retreat & Spa-
Vieques, scheduled to open in late 2008, 
and W Retreat & Residences-Koh Samui, 
scheduled to open in 2009. 

The newly built W Retreat & Spa-Bali 
will be located in the Seminyak area on 
the paradise isle of Bali, featuring 232 
rooms, including 80 luxury villas. 
Developed by PT Dua Cahaya Anugrah 
(“DCA”), W Retreat & SpaBali is situated 
in the southern seas with a storybook 
setting of sun-drenched beaches, rustic 
villages, fertile plains and sculptured rice 
terraces. The retreat's 157 guest rooms 
will provide direct ocean views and its 80 
villas will reflect designs of a traditional 
Balinese courtyard featuring a private 
pool for guests to enjoy a personal 
refreshing experience.

“Following the success of our first W 
Retreat & Spa, the award-winning W 
Maldives, W Retreat & SpaBali is a 
terrific extension of our brand's growth in 
the Asia Pacific region,” said Ross Klein, 
President, Starwood's Luxury Brands 
Group. “The rich and deeply spiritual 
culture of Bali, combined with the 
cosmopolitan style and energy of 
Seminyak, provides a perfect setting for 
the newest edition to our Retreat & Spa 
product offering. With the announcement 
of W Retreat & Spa-Bali, the W brand 
continues to extend beyond the 
boundaries of everyday travel, offering a 
magical mix of sexy destinations and 
sublime design.”

“We are very excited to partner with 
Starwood on this project and to introduce 

the W brand to Bali. We feel that the W 
signature design and cosmopolitan 
ambience are a perfect fit with our vision 
for the project,” said Magda Hutagalung 
from DCA.  “Its unrivaled location in 
Seminyak will set a new benchmark for 
luxury accommodation in Bali,” added 
Zamzam Reza from DCA.

"We are thrilled with the signing of W 
Retreat & Spa-Bali, marking the entry of 
the W brand into Bali, undeniably one of 
the top-rated resort destinations in the 
world,” said Miguel Ko, President, 
Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Asia Pacific.  
"The W Retreat & Spa - Bali will be a 
unique alternative to the more traditional 
Bali resorts. Located on a seven-hectare 
absolute beachfront site in Seminyak, the 
resort will be within walking distance to 
Bali's most trendy boutiques, galleries, 
restaurants and clubs. This addition of this 
retreat, coupled with The Luxury 
Collection, Le Meridien and Westin 
properties will certainly strengthen our 
presence in Bali,” added Ko.

The resort will offer a uniquely W 
dining experience with two gourmet 
eateries  W Kitchen and the retreat's 
waterfront signature restaurant  a 
poolside destination bar and the W Living 
Room. In addition to W The Store, the 
brand's retail component, a spa, pool and 
health center, guests will be able to 
indulge in the W brand's signature 
Whatever/Whenever concierge service 
that provides guests with whatever they 
want, whenever they want it. 

Bali is one of the 17,508 islands, which 
make up of the archipelagic Republic of 
Indonesia.  For the first half of the year, 
foreign arrivals to Indonesia neared the 
750,000 mark, hitting 745,949 tourists, a 
figure well on the way to targeted arrivals 
of 1.3 -1.5 million for the year. Comparing 
the first six months of 2007 with the same 
period in 2006, Bali's arrivals increased 
an astounding 35 percent. 

W HOTELS 
DEBUTS ON BALI

The King of the Seas
Schooner to Charter

RAJA Laut is a brand new gaff rigged 
schooner designed along exquisite classic 
lines specifically for private charters and 
luxury expeditions in tropical waters. At 
100 feet length over all, this splendid sailing 
vessel can accommodate up to 12 guests in 6 
spacious air-conditioned staterooms, all 
with private en suite bathrooms for 
overnight charters. For day charters and 
sunset/dinner charters or incentives she can 
accommodate up to 49 guests.

Below decks she has a huge galley and a 
vast saloon, but with her thirty meters of 
flush deck and steady motion, most meals 
will be set up al fresco under the main boom 
while the guests enjoy the magnificent 
cruising grounds of Southeast Asia. Raja 
Laut follows in great style in the wake of 

similar beautiful ships that undertook 
amazing journeys of exploration through 
South East Asian waters during the past 
centuries. 

Built in Borneo out of selected tropical 
hardwoods on well tested Dutch designs, 
Raja Laut is at the same time a marvel of 
modern technology making her own 
drinking water, television and DVD and 
equipped with the latest satellite 
communication systems and offshore 
internet connectivity.

On top of that she carries 8 sets of diving 
equipment with compressor, as well as two 
sea kayaks, two surf boards , a pair of water 
skies , a wake board and a 4,7 meter rubber 
speed boat with 60hp.

The Raja Laut is supported by a very 

experienced crew of six. Managed by a 
captain who has over 15 years of 
experience, sailing all the oceans of the 
world, and with a Swiss dive master and a 
top class Malaysian chef on board , she is 
clearly in a class by herself.

 Specifications:

Length: 30m. Beam 7.2m. Draft 2.8m. 
Year 2006. Builder Georges E.K Carraz. 
Guests: 12 in six cabins , overnight charters. 
Up to 49 guests for day charters and 
incentives. Cruising areas May to October : 
Indonesia, homeport Bali . November to 
March: Malaysia and West Coast Thailand. 
Charter rates: USD 24,500 /week.

www.rajalaut.com
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EASY SUDOKU

1. Indonesia was formerly known as…?

2. Which island is Ubud on?

3. How do you say 'three' in Bahasa Indonesia?

4. What is the word for 'chicken'?

5. What is the national airline called?

6. What is the currency?

7. When is the rainy season?

8. Where does 'Padang' food originate?

9. Which island is home to Gunang Rinjani?

TRIVIA QUIZ
10. Which year celebrated 60 years of independence?

11. What are the colours of the flag?

12. Which country occupied Indonesia from 1942 to 
1945?

13. What is the name of the material that is worn 
wrapped around the waist?

14. What is a 'cidomo'?

15. What is the unusual ingredient of the local 
cigarettes?

INDONESIAN Questions  compiled by Mistress Quiz

SEND US YOUR PHOTO!

This image was the setting for a meeting with Mikhail 

V.Tsyganov, Chief of (MAIN PC) RIA Novosti South-East 

Asia Bureau, who is Jakarta based. His daughter 

(pictured) is at the University of Lombok to study for a 

year. The 'floating villa' sits out to sea in the southeast 

of Lombok, at Sekotong, and is part of 'Nirvana Rumah 

Air'. Truly a perfect setting for a mysterious meeting!

PUZZLE PAGE
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Sign Language
This sign hangs outside the dentist's office in Green Valley Senggigi.
Do you think they get much business? Or just for a 'while', maybe? 
That toothache will just have to wait.

Without a language 
barrier, sudoku has 
become an 
international puzzle of 
choice. 

There are nine squares, 
which must be filled 
with the numbers 1-9.

Then the horizontal 
and vertical lines must 
also be filled with the 
numbers 1-9. 

Each square and line 
must not have any one 
number repeated. 

That's it! But it is 
easier read than done.

The average time for 
an 'easy' sudoku is six 
and a half minutes.

How do you rate? 
Good luck.





Established in 1985, with a current active 
membership of 400+ and twice-weekly 
turnout of 160+, Lombok Hash House 
Harriers is the first and foremost fitness 
centre of Lombok! Runs are held every 
Monday and Friday at 4pm at locations 
(different every run) in West Lombok.

You don't have to be a keen runner  this is a 
mixed, family-type hash, with many children 
active members, and many people just walk. 
There is no pressure on anyone  just enjoy 
yourself!

Come and join us! We will take you to places 
that you would otherwise never get to see. It is 
a great way of seeing the countryside and of 
meeting the people of Lombok, as well as a 
great way of keeping fit!

OCTOBER to NOVEMBER RUNS

RUN 1525
Date: 15/10/07 (Monday)
Location: Medas
Out past Gunungsari on the main north 
road. Nice views.

RUN 1526
Date: 19/10/07 (Friday)
Location: Senggigi Plaza
In centre of Senggigi. This run will inevitably 
involve climbing, but the views will make it 
all worthwhile.

RUN 1527
Date: 22/10/07 (Monday)
Location: Sandik
Midway between Gunungsari and 
Meninting. Nice trails in the hills.

RUN 1528
Date: 26/10/07 (Friday)
Location: Punikan
North-east of Lingsar, near Karang Bayan. 
Great running area.

RUN 1529
Date: 29/10/07 (Monday)
Location: Batu Bolong
About 2 km south of central Senggigi. Great 
panoramas from the ridges.

RUN 1530
Date: 02/11/07 (Friday)
Location: Batu Layar
About 4 km south of central Senggigi. The 
birthplace of Lombok hash. Great hashing 
area.

RUN 1531
Date: 05/11/07 (Monday)
Location: Sidemen (to be confirmed)
North of the airport, on the main road north, 
just past Kekait. Great running area, with 
superb trails.

RUN 1532
Date: 09/11/07 (Friday)
Location: Senggigi Area (to be confirmed)
This run will inevitably involve climbing, but 
the views will make it all worthwhile.

RUN 1533
Date: 12/11/07 (Monday)
Location: Lilir (to be confirmed)
Due north of Cakra and Sayang Sayang. 
Another site near town, with great trails.

RUN 1534 (Friday)
Date: 16/11/07 (Friday)
Location: Suranadi
North-east of Narmada. Back to this popular 
hashing area.

Hash sheets available from Toko Senggigi 
Abadi with latest location information. 
Locations can sometimes be changed at 
short notice, and visitors are advised to call 
the hotlines to confirm the location before 
going to run: (0370) 632550, 624804, 
6646606 or 631029.

Lombok is hosting the Pan Indo Hash 2010, 
when hashers from all over Indonesia and 
many other countries will be coming to 
Lombok for three days of hashing. This is a 
very big event and will be a great boost for 
tourism in Lombok, as we expect over 3000 
people to be attending. The timing of the 
event has not yet been fixed, but is likely to 
be mid May 2010. 
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SPORTS NEWSSPORTS NEWS

FOOTBALL FEVER PITCH

Peter Butler
It was at The Beach House in Canggu, 
Bali that I met the charming and 
charismatic Peter Butler. His dedication 
to football is outstanding, as well as 
having a notable football career, he is 
now coaching in Indonesia, where the 
game is in its early stages of 
development on a national level, but 
loved the country over.

Hi Peter. Where and when were you 
born, and where did you grow up?

thI was born on 27  August 1966 in Halifax 
West Yorkshire England, I grew up in 
Halifax.

How did your passion for football 
start, and what's your earliest memory 
of kicking a ball?

I suppose my passion for football started 
on the streets and parks of Halifax. 
Everyone played football as a young kid, 
my Dad played rugby league so there was 
no real football connection in my family, 
but the kids back then at lunch break or 
after school all played football, with a 
tennis ball or a small ball. Sadly these 
days that does not happen in the parks or 
the streets in UK, kids go home and jump 
straight on the computer or PS, pretty sad 
really.

You played in the English Premier 
League. How did you get spotted and 
chosen to be a part of such a world 
wide known league?

I started off playing for my local team as a 
7 year old then progressed through the 
age groups, I was spotted around 13 by 
Huddersfield Town, then a Division 1 
team, but a famous club in the North of 
England where I signed associated 
schoolboy forms. Then at 16 I was 
offered an apprenticeship, and started to 
really learn how to play the game. I then 
signed professional at 18 and worked my 
way over the years into the team then I 
moved to many other clubs in the UK 
before I really got a great break and West 
Ham Utd signed me. It was not an easy 
passage. It was tough with many injuries, 
ups and downs, operations but with hard 
work dedication and perseverance. I got 
to play in the English Premier League at 

the age of 25, but my top flight career was 
cut short by a bad knee injury in 94 but I 
still managed to play on in the 
Championship League for the next 6 
years, which is a very difficult league

Which teams did you play for, and 
when?

stI played over 500 1  team games in the 
English League and 10 operations  with 8 
being on my knees!! TWO double 
hernias wonderful! I Started my football 
life at Huddersfield Town in 1982, then 
moved on to Bury, Cambridge , Southend 
United to West Ham United, Notts 
County, West Bromwich Albion to finish 
at Halifax Town in 2001, where I started 
my life as a coach.

What were your achievements with 
those teams?

I suppose I could say I was a journeyman 
footballer I gained Promotion many 
times with my respective clubs, won 
many 'Player of the Year' awards but no 
silverware. Over an 18-year career I was 
involved with teams which were always 
fighting for Promotion or trying to escape 
relegation, I can honestly say there was 
never a dull moment. I was no superstar 
just a hard working professional who 
took a lot from the game over those years 
and now gives a great deal back.

How has the Premier League changed, 
if at all, since you were there?

It has changed dramatically and for the 
good, it is arguably the strongest League 
in the world at the moment, and its 
popularity is huge here in South East 
Asia. The money being pumped into the 
game is obscene and sadly in England it is 
becoming too expensive to buy tickets 
and take the family. The stadiums have 
improved dramatically and beyond 
recognition from the 90s but I have to say 
for the good, the game is now a very 
corporate game with sponsorships etc. 
The corporate boxes on match days are a 
great meeting place for businesses 
clients, and going to the game buying a 
programme and having a pie and a pint 
are distant memories. It's suit, tie and 5-
course dinner for the privilege ones, with 
huge flat screen TVs in the boxes, it is a 
great day out but expensive these days. I 
have to say it was great to be part of it 
when it started back in 92/93 and it has 
come so far since. I am very proud to have 
played in it but that goes for my entire 
career from the lower Leagues to the 
higher echelons. I loved every minute of 
it.

What are you doing these days?

After retiring from playing in 2000 I took 
all my Licenses UEFA “A” and I am now 
coaching here in Indonesian. I coach 
Persiba Balikpapan in the main 
Indonesian League and I have really 
enjoyed the experience. I have coached in 
Australia, Malaysia, Singapore and now 
here my aim when I left England was to 
attain as much experience as I could 
coaching in foreign countries at their 
respective top levels before I go back to 
England. In the last 7 years what I have 
experienced for good or bad has been a 
priceless experience and I would not 
swap it for anything. The Indonesian 
players I coach are a great bunch of 
players and they really have been 
receptive to new ideas, which is 
encouraging for the game here.

How does the Indonesian football 
league differ from back home?

It is very different in every way 
imaginable but it is still football at the end 
of the day, you just cannot compare the 
game here with the UK. Here, it is in a 
development stage and the training 
facilities are poor right across Indonesia, 
although they are improving slowly, it 
will take a long time, here in Indonesia it 
is about winning at all costs at every level 
if you do not win you are out!!  In Europe 
development plays a major role for a 
young player and it is not about winning 
it's about making a difference, the 
education of young players, providing a 
pathway for young players to express 
their own individual talents but also in a 
structured and safe environment.

What are your short-term goals 
(pardon the pun!) with the teams you 
coach?

My short term goals are always simple, 
build a team, try to educate the players 
and make it enjoyable to come to 
training, I like players who want to work 
hard & learn. I have always believed it's 
easy to be critical but much better to get 
out there and make a difference! You also 
have to win a few games!!

What are your long-term goals?

My long-term goals? Who knows? I 
suppose I know where I want to go and 
that is to the top of my profession. How 
far it will take me and where it will take 
me, who knows? In football it's about 
who you know and who you meet and not 
always about what you know and how 
talented you are! You need a bit of luck in 
this game. It's all about timing.

Which team(s) do you support?

I grow up as a Leeds Utd supporter but I 
always look out for West Ham Utd as the 
supporters were so good to me there.

Do you prefer beer or cocktails?

Beer.

Finally, when you are not working 
what do you like to do to unwind?

I head straight home to Kuala Lumpur to 
be with my wife Michelle and my 3 
lovely children Louie 14, Chester 11 and 
Rubie 9. I miss them a great deal.

Thanks Peter. The Times wishes you 
all the best.

You're welcome Sarah. I hope this does 
the trick and gives your readers an insight 
into the life of an ex footballer and now 
football coach.

Coaching In Irian Jaya

Captain Suraj

Indonesian Football League 

PSSI

The Football Association of Indonesia or 
PSSI (Indonesian language: Persatuan 
Sepak bola Seluruh Indonesia; 
sometimes translated as All Indonesia's 
Football Association) is the governing 
body of football in Indonesia. It was 
founded on April 19, 1930, 15 years 
before Indonesian became 
independent. PSSI joined the Asian 
Football Confederation in 1954 and 
FIFA in 1952.

Leagues

PSSI has five main leagues and are held 
actively each season. The premier 
league of PSSI is the "Liga Djarum 
Indonesia", which is divided into two 
based on the region. The leagues are 
"Wilayah Timur" (East Region) and 
"Wilayah Barat" (West Region) with 
14 teams in each table. The second-
class league is the "First Division 
Indonesian League", divided into four 
groups with nine groups each. On the 

other hand, the third-class league, 
which is called "Second Division 
Indonesian League" has four groups 
but only four teams in each group. 
However, each group only played in 
one particular area or city; the first 
group is in Tambilahan, second is in 
Rembang, Pontianak for the third and 
the last group is in Palu. The other two 
groups are "Youth League" (KU-15) 
and "Women's League".

Liga Djarum Indonesia

The top 36 football clubs, split into two 
divisions, in the Indonesian league 
system compete in Liga Indonesia. It 
was established in 1994, when the 
semi-professional Liga Sepakbola 
Utama (Galatama) and amateur 
competition Perserikatan (Union 
League) merged to form the 
professional Liga Indonesia. Most of 
the players in the league are of 
Indonesian origin, however some 
international footballers do play in 
Liga Indonesia.
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Yudhoyono Has More Chances 

to be Reelected than Mega 
A survey result showed that incumbent 
President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono 
had more chances to be re-elected 
president rather than former president 
Megawati Soekarnoputri.

The results of the Indonesian Survey 
Institute (LSI) indicated that of the 
1,300 respondents surveyed 55 percent 
preferred to vote for Yudhoyono, 35.5 
percent for Megawati and 11 percent did 
not make any choices.

"If respondents only face two 
presidential candidates, namely 
Yudhoyono and Megawati, most of 
them will vote for Yudhoyono," LSI 
Executive Director Saiful Mujni said 
when revealing the results of his 
institute`s survey.

However, the electoral sentiment toward 
Yudhoyono in the last two years showed 
a downward trend while that of 
Megawati indicated an upward one, he 
said.

He said that the electoral sentiment 
towards Yudhoyono was recorded at 63 
percent in October 2006 and 64 percent 
in December 2006 but it dropped to 56 
percent in May 2007 and 55 percent in 
October 2007. On the other hand, the 

electoral sentiment for Megawati tended 
to increase, namely 23 percent in 
October 2006, 24 percent in December 
2006, 27 percent in May 2007 and 35.5 
percent in October 2007.

The SLI's survey also indicated that the 
public satisfaction towards President 
Yudhoyono`s performance also tended 
to decline in the last three years. It 
continued to decline from 80 percent in 
2004 and 54 percent in 2007, or a decline 
of 26 percent.

"The public satisfaction towards 
Yudhohono`s performance is declining. 
This is a warning for the president," 
Saiful said.

In the meantime, a survey conducted by 
the Strategic Development and Policy 
Research Center (Puskaptis)indicated 
that Indonesia needed a new leader who 
is daring, firm, and visionary, had wide 
conceptions, a strategist, capable, had 
integrity and a good track record.

"The Indonesian people want their 
president in the next five years to be a 
figure who is able to bring not only 
changes but also reforms, 'Puskaptis' 
executive director Husin Yazid said over 
the weekend. 

Air Force to Build Radar Base in Saumlaki
THE Indonesian Air Force will immediately 
build a scouting radar base in Saumlaki, 
capital of Maluku Tenggara Barat district to 
monitor the outer islands in Indonesian 
eastern regions.

"The construction of a scouting radar in 
Saumlaki has become urgent," Pattimura Air 
Base Commander in Ambon Col. Agus 
Munandar said during a commemoration of 
the military founding anniversary here on 
Friday. 

He admitted that the survey and ocation of the 
radar should have been determined and 
reported to the air force chief of staff sson. 

Especially for Indonesia's eastern regions, 
there is only one radar, namely in Kupang, 
East Nusa Tenggara province, while the 
Pattimura Air Base in Laha village, Ambon 
Bay, Ambon City, only served as a support 
operational force. 

Besides the one in Saumlaki, another scouting 

radar will also be built in Merauke, Papua. 

Asked whether the Pattimura air force base 
has ever detected illegal entry into the 
territorial air space of Indonesia`s eastern 
regions of foreign aircraft from Australia and 
Timor Leste, Munanda said not so far. 

"We often managed to make an early 
detection, but so far there has been no report 
on illegal entry of foreign aircraft into the air 
space of Indonesia`s eastern regions," he said.

A u s t r a l i a  i s  c h a l l e n g i n g  
businesses around Australia and 
the Asia Pacific region to apply 
for funding for projects that lift 
people out of poverty.

The Enterprise Challenge Fund 
for the Pacific and South East 
Asia will provide grants of up to 
$1.5 million for developing 
successful business ideas which 
improve livelihoods, incomes, 
and access to vital goods and 
services.

Funded through Australia's 
in te rna t iona l  a id  agency,  
AusAID, and administered by an 
independent panel, the Fund is 
based on a successful British 

model, which has supported 
projects in the agricultural, 
forestry and fishery, renewable 
energy and telecommunications 
sectors.

Examples of success stories under 
this funding model include the 
development of a commercial egg 
industry in the Maldives, a project 
to turn waste from copper mines 
into affordable fertilizer for 
subsistence farmers in Botswana, 
and a 'fair trade' export label for 
fruit growers in South Africa.

In many countries in our region, 
there are significant obstacles to 
pursuing commercially viable 
business projects - including 

access to finance, perceived risks, 
lack of information and the high 
costs of creating new markets. 

By  cha l lenging  bus iness ,  
including those in Australia, to 
look for new market opportunities 
in the Asia-Pacific, the Enterprise 
Challenge Fund aims to stimulate 
growth and ensure that the poor 
are included in the resulting 
benefits and opportunities.

The Fund is designed to share risk 
and bidders must meet at least half 
of the cost of the projects. Bidders 
must also show that projects 
cannot be implemented without 
the grant and that commercial 
funding is unavailable.

The first round of funding covers 
projects in eastern Indonesia, the 
southern Philippines, Papua New 
Guinea and Fiji. The pilot 
program will be extended next 
year to East Timor, the Lao PDR, 
Cambodia, Vanuatu and Solomon 
Islands.  

An information session on the 
program will be held tomorrow in 
Sydney and applications close on 
December 31 this year.

The Enterprise Challenge Fund 
for the Pacific and South East 
Asia is a $20.5 million six year 
pilot program based on similar, 
successful, programs supported 
by the United Kingdom in Africa.

Australia Challenges Business to Help Reduce Poverty in the Asia-Pacific






